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Spring weather behind schedule
as winter temperatures still remain
April in Kentucky traditionally
in the central Bluegrass region
means green grass, blooming
and 9 degrees at Paducah in
flowers and the familiar thud of
western Kentucky.
hoofbeats at race tracks.
The winds were forecast to reThe horses have arrived on
main strong, with temperatures
schedule, but the animals must be falling overnight. The forecast
as bewildered as the humans over
also called for a chance of snow in
the latest blast of winter to grip
some northern areas, the remains
Kentucky.
of a system that brought
Less than a month before the
thunderstorms to the state on
Kentucky Derby, the state is still
Monday.
recording winter -like
Highs today were forecast to be
temperatures. The National
only in the 40s in most areas, with
Weather Service reported early
lows in the 20s by Wednesday mortoday that every weather station
ning. Little improvement is exhad temperatures at or below
pected by Wednesday, with highs
freezing.
again in the 40s.
The low temperatures, combinA line of severe thunderstorms
ed with winds that at times gusted
rumbled through the state Monto 45 mph, produced wind-chill day, packing heavy rains, high
readings of 5 degrees at Lexington -J-winds and large hail, the NWS
PACKETS DUE — Team captains of the Calloway County chapter of the American Red Cross fund drive
are urged to turn in packets as soon as possible. With 62 outstanding packets, over half, the drive has raised
$3,791.75 to date, according to Lucy Wright (center), executive director of the chapter. Red Cross officials
also are asking for $5 donations from each family in the county. Donations can be mailed in care of Red Cross
Office in the Calloway County Courthouse. With Wright are Stuart Poston (left), Red Cross board vice chairman; and Ted Delaney, board member.

President, O'Neill hint at progress
in biptirtisan alternative to budget
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
nearly two months of stalemate,
President Reagan and House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. are
hinting at progress in the seareh
for a bipartisan alternative to
Reagan's red-ink budget.
"I look forward to progress being made as soon as they
(members of Congress) come
back from the Easter recess,"
Reagan told reporters at the
White House Monday. "That's
why we're negotiating so fast."
The president added that a
summit meeting with congressional leaders "will be part of the
procedure before we finally arrive
at a budget."
White House Chief of Staff
James A. Baker III, White House
congressional liaison Kenneth M.
Duberstein and key Republicans
and Democrats from the House
and Senate already have been
holding a series of meetings on a
possible compromise.
But prior to Monday, Reagan
had been consistent in defending
the spending plan he submitted to
Congress Feb. 8 and insisting
White House aides were attending
the private meetings only to listen
and report back on congressional
options.
On Capitol Hill, O'Neill, DMass., told reporters Monday,
"There really is a possibility we
can work some things out....There
is a little progress being made
from what I can gather."

less cloudy,
continued cold
Decreasing cloudiness and
slowly diminishing winds today. Very cold with highs in the
low to mid 40s. Mostly clear
with near record void
temperatures tonight. Lows in
the mid 20s. Increasing
southeast winds and clouds
developing on Wednesday. A
chance of rain before evening.
Highs Wednesday near 59.
Partly sunny Thqrsday
becoming mostly cloudy with
showers developing Friday ending on Saturday. A gradual
warming trend during .the
period, with overnight lows in
the 30s Thursday warming into
the 40s Friday, and to around 50
by Saturday. High
temperatures in the 50s Thursday warming to the 60s Friday
and Saturday.
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The speaker declined to discuss
specifics, but he said that while
"the president is still in cement
about his tax plan of last year
...they!re4the administration) offering everything else under the
sun."
Asked if.htriwere in a similar,
uncompromising position on any
subject in the negotiations, O'Neill
replied:
"At the present time, Social
Security."
O'Neill added that Reagan appeared to be "not as hardened on
defense as he was" and there may
be some movement on the issue of
reducing the president's planned
military buildup.
A White House source who asked not to be quoted by name tried
to temper Reagan's remarks by
saying "no breakthrough is imminent."
The source added that the president's comments should not be interpreted as a call for an immediate summit. "I think all he
was saying was before,the process

is over, there will have to be a
meeting of the minds at the
highest level," the source said.
Congressional sources, who also
asked to remain anonymous, said
the White House and congressional negotiators hope to have a
compromise proposal ready in the
next several days to present to
Reagan, O'Neill and Senate Majority Leader Howard H. Baker
Jr.
Under terms of the private
talks, any of the three can veto
whateveaK agreement the
negotiators have worked out,
although Baker is said to be
prepared to accept any compromise that the Republican
president and Democratic
speaker agree to.
Meanwhile, the sources said,
the negotiators have been studying a possible compromise that
would call for total tax increases
of $115 billion over three years to
help trim deficits. That compares
to the ;34.1 billion in Reagan's
original spending plan.

Economic long view looks promising
according to state advisers council
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — If
you take the long view, according
to one study in the latest report of
the Council of Economic Advisors,
Kentucky's future remains promising.
"Despite the immediate and
serious problems of inflation and
unemployment," says acting executive director Don Soule, there
are a number of reasons for such
optimism.
First, Soule said, Kentucky is a
major producer and exporter of
coal and electricity.
He also said the state has a
relatively abundant supply of
fresh water, an increasingly
scarce resoure in many states.
Soule added that Kentucky's
geographic location and transportation system will help in continuing the "sunbelt"growth.
Finally, he said, "successive
state administrations have sought
to create a favorable climate and
framework for business and industrial development."
The economic advisers group at
Lexington collects and interprets
economic data, makes projections
and proposals and reports to the
governor at the beginning of each
fiscal year.
Another study, by former staff
member Paul Coomes, indicated

Shuttle finally heads for home base
By STEVE BREWER
Associated Press Writer
WHITE SANDS MISSILE
RANGE, N.M.(AP) — A shining
silver jumbo jet, the space shuttle
bolted to its back, slowly rose
from the floor of the white gypsum
flat here today, carrying Columbia back to Cape Canaveral, Fla.
The coupled aircraft — with a
combined weight of 660,000 pounds
— lifted off from the same Northrup Strip runway where the
space ship touched down a week
ago to end its third test flight.
Alex Paczynski, NASA's senior
engineer here, said there would be
a stop at Barksdale Air Force
Base near Shreveport, La., for

said.
No serious damage was
reported as the storm moved into
southern Kentucky.
State officials and the NWS
tracked a funnel cloud that moved
across southern Kentucky Monday afternoon but did not touch
down.
Gordon Nichols of the state Division of Disaster and Emergency
Services said the twister moved
across Trigg c_nd Christian counties, accompanied by heavy rain,
hail and strong winds.
Many reports of hail were
reported in the Whitley, Laurel,
Pulaski, Wayne and McCreary
counties as the system moved
through,the NWS said.

refueling. The spacecraft was Florida launch site.
On Thursday night and Friday,
scheduled to arrive in Florida at 3
p.m.
a storm as powerful as the one
Fierce desert winds delayed the that delayed the columbia's
landing by one day and twice return from space March 30 hit
halted , recovery work by more the 100-square-mile gypsum flat,
than 400 National Aeronautics and
kicking sand into the air and stallSpace Administration technicians ing the assembly of a 40-foot-long
andeontractors. ---fiberglass tailcone that later was
Despite the problems, the attached to the shuttle. The blowtechnicians completed the ing sand caused respiratory prorecovery operatiotrone day ahead - blems for some of the workers,
of schedule. NASA 'rants the shuf-------who wore goggles and masks -tie's fourth and final test flight_to
On Sunday night, the winds
again picked up, stalling- the
begin June 27.
On Monday, the shuttle was "mating" of the shuttle and the
lowered gently onto the back of jumbo jet by five hours. The shutthe Boeing 747 and bolted to three tle was attached to the jet by late
brackets for its ride to home to its
Monday afternoon.
Technicians at Northrup had
been under pressure to return the
spacecraft- to Kennedy quickly
because more refurbishing work
— including the strengthening of
about 1,200 of the orbiter's 30,000
heat-resistant tiles — must be
done before the fourth launch for
in Washington Monday the
the reusable spacecraft.
possibility of invoking the Rio
Treaty of 1947 "is under study by
my government."
That pact, also known as the
Inter-American Treaty of
Reciprocal Assistance, provides
for American states to come to
each other's assistance if attack- , A lawsuit against the Pillsbury
rt
ed.
d. It was signed by the Unit . Co. filed in Calloway Circuit Court
has been moved to U.S. District
States, Argentina, and all the
Court in Paducah.
other nations of North and South
Pillsbury had filed a petition for
America except Canada.
removal March 24. The original
State Department spokesman
complaint against Pillsbury was
Dean Fischer refused to say
Feb. 26 by Kentucky Profiled
whether the United States would
ducts Inc., Almo.
feel obligated to come to ArgenHeadquartered in Hennepin,
tine's aid under the 1947 pact.
Minn., Pillsbury asked the case be
"At this juncture the question is
moved to the Western District
premature," he said.
Court since the suit is between
C
Costa Mendez referred to the
residents of two states.
treaty as "an instrument within
Products is a local
Kentucky Pr
this system which is very delicate
candy manufb,ioiri . ,-L2-icom
a011 Which should be used wig*
plaint alleges Pillsbury knowingly
great prudence, but which is and
sold it a faulty ingredient which
has been a fundamental element
led to the production of defective
in the same system'
('andy.
(Continued On Page 2)

that the current national recession four largest proposed projects Jar
has had a greater impact on Ken- Kentucky are scheduled to be
tucky than did the 1974-1975 reces- sited in or bordering the Western
sion.
Kentucky coalfields," Coomes
v•In -1974, a booming coal in- said.
dustillanda healthy agricultural -v* His report also took in the
economy helped protect Kentucky
agricultural outlook. It said:
from the full force of the national
Tobacco, the state's largest
recession," Coomes said.
cash crop, is holding that position
"In contrast, 1980 was a year of -due to rapidly rising burley
agricultural drought and reduced
prices rather than through infarm income and) annual creased yields or acreage."
shipments of coal from Western
Soybeans, -the Cinderella crop
Kentucky had declined by 15 of the 1970s in Kentucky," may
million tons since 1975."
play a less spectacular role in the
Coomes said the lag in the
1980s.
growth of nuclear plant construcProduction of corn for grain
tion "may have more impact than faces a similar fate, with low
any other single variable on the
yields and low total output.
demand for Kentucky coal."
He said a single nunclear plant
rated at 1,000 megawatts is
equivalent to a base load of a coalfired plant of similar size and
average efficiency, demanding
About 2.5 million tons of coal or
more than ,3 percent of current
Eastern Kentucky steam coal
Several road projects in
sales.
Calloway County have been anCoomes said expansion of the nounced by Secretary of
Western Kentucky coal industry Transportation Frank Metts, Rep.
"will await development of the Freed Curd said today.
synthetic fuels industry or some
The bridge on Highway 1346 at
other means of making high- the east fork of Clarks River will
sulphur coal more usable."
be replaced. Bridges to be replacMany synfuel plants are design- ed include those at Bee Creek,
ed to remove impurities from coal Highway 1828 (Old 6411, and
to produce a high quality fuel for Highway 121 at Dog Creek, Curd
generating electricity and other added.
industrial processes.
The contracts for all projects—
-It is not by accident that the will be let April 23.

State okays
bridge repairs

Argentina may invoke treaty
for Western Hemisphere help
WASHINGTON (Af) — Argentina, hinting at a move that could
further complicate the United
States' delicate position in the
Falklands Island dispute, is raising the possibility of invoking a 35year-old treaty pledging Western
Hemisphere nations to defend
each other against attack.
President Reagan and the State
Department, meanwhile, continue
to urge a negotiated settlement
and refuse to say what the United
States will do if the British attempt to recover the islands by
force.
Argentina seized the Falklands,
in the South Atlantic about 300
miles off the Argentine coast, last
Friday. The islands had been
under British control since 1833,
but Argentina had continued to
press a claim for them.
Britain sent a large fleet steaming toward the islands Monday.
Argentine Foreign Minister
Nicanor Costa Mendez told the
Organization Qf American States

Candy maker's
case moved
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DEMONSTRATION Students at Southwest Elementary wens*.
plained the working parts of a Murray Electric System truck
Nelsen Garland of MES.
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FormerSupreme Court justice Fork's dies
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Abe
Fortes, who became the first
Supreme Court justice in history
to resign under fire when he left
the nation's highest court in
disgrace 13 years ago, is dead at
' age 71.
Fortas, who only two weeks ago
returned to argue his first case
before the Supreme Court since
leaving it, was dead on arrival at
Georgetown University Hospital
Monday night.
The cause of death was reported
as a heart attack.
Shortly before his March 22 appearance before the court, Fortes
had told The Associated Press in a
rare interview that he would continue practicing law "until my
clients retire me or the Lord
retires me."
Fortes resigned from the court
May 15, 1969, following the
disclosure that he had agreed to
accept a $20,000 annual fee from a
foundation headed by an imprisoned financier Louis E.
Wolfson.
Fortas had been named to the
high court four years earlier by
President Lyndon B. Johnson,
whom he had known since
Johnson was a Texas congressman's assistant.

In his relatively brief tenure on
the court, Fortes established
himself as a deep-thinker and a
staunch member of the predominant liberal wing under then-Chief
Justice Earl Warren.
One of Fortas' best-known opinions while on the court extended
to juvenile offenders the right to a
lawyer's help and to other protections enjoyed by adults charged
with crimes.
"Under our Constitution, the
condition of being a boy does not
Justify a kangaroo court," Fortas
wrote.
Fortas was a Washington insider long before he became a
Supreme Court justice, most
notably as a trusted confidant and
adviser to Johnson.
While he was in private law
practice, the Supreme Court appointed Fortes in 1963 to argue on
behalf of a Florida prison inmate
in a case that led to a landmark
decision: penniless people charged with serious crimes have a
right to free legal help.
Johnson named Fortas to the
court to replace Arthur Goldberg,
,who resigned to become the U.S.
ambassador to the United Nations.
. .
Johnidn -had- persuaded
Goldberg -to represent him in the
world bodir at a time when the

president's policies in Vietnam
were under global attack.
Three years after Fortas took
the oath as an associate justice,
Warren informed Johnson of his
desire to retire as chief justice.
Johnson sought to name Fortes as
the new chief justice but Senate
Republicans balked.
They used as ammunition the
disclosure that Fortes had been
paid $15,000 from donations
solicited by former law partners
for lecturing at a summer law
school seminar. In the impasse,
Warren decided to stay on as chief
justice.
Months later, the disclosure of
Fortes' financial link to Wolfson
broke. Fortas, although denying
any wrongdoing, resigned under
the threat of impeachment.
He conceded that the $20,000 fee
was intended to be the first of a
series of annual $20,000 payments
for the rest of his life and, in the
event of his death, for the life of
his wife,for "continuing services"
to the foundation.
Fortes said the foundation had
"tendered" the fee "in the hope
that I would find time and could
undertake, consistently with my
court obligations, studies and
writings connected with the work
of the foundation ... in the field of
harmonious racial and religious

Panic tumbles London stock prices
By The Associated Press
Panic selling tumbled prices on
the London Stock Exchange today
for the second day amid expectations that Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher would be forced to resign because of the crisis
over the Falkland Islands.
"It's a bloodbath. Selling is
coming from all sources. People
are taking their profits while they
still can," said one broker as the
value of shares traded on the exchange dropped $1.75 billion in the
first half hour of trading.
Stock values dropped $44 billion
Monday, the biggest one-day loss
of the year.
The Argentine government flew
reinforcements to its invasion
force in the Falklands after a
British fleet sailed to try to retake
the South Atlantic islands and the
rich offshore oil fields believed
around them.
Three C-130 transports carried

Falkland...
(Continued From Page 1)
He said Argentina would consult
with all other American governments before doing anything
about the treaty.
"Perhaps this will be the occa-

Sheriff's deportment
thiirges Brewer
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department arrested Ricky Dale
Brewer, 27, Riviera Court, Monday.
Brewer was charged with two
counts of theft by deception over
;100 — a felony — and one Count of
theft by deckion under 000, according to a department
spokesman.
Brewer was lodged in Calloway
County Jail and released on bond.

Eastern embassy in Btlenos Aires
said Argentine employees laughed
when Of staff began stockpiling
Mut:Coffee and otherstaples.
President Reagan again urged
Britain and Argentina to settle
their aispute'Without bloodshed,
teliing,reporters in Washington he
didn't think control of the islands
justified the use of force.
lleagan said the United States is
"ready to do anything we can" to
help its two friends reach "a
peaceful resolution of this with no
forceful action or no bloodshed."
But he refused to say what he
would do if Britain and Argentina
went to war.
Argentine Foreign Minister
Nicanor Costa Mendez told the
Organization of American States
in Washington Monday that his
government was considering invoking the Interamerican
Reciprocal Assistance Treaty of
1947 against Britain. It calls for
the signers, among them the
United States, to resp,ond to an attack on any American state as
though it were an attack on
themselves.
sion to determine if the treaty is
A State Department spokesman
useful or, as some have said,is on- said earlier that it was
ly an instrument for a certain "premature" to say whether the
class Of problems and directed United States would feel obligated
against a certain class of idemil to support Argentina if it invoked
,r`
he said.
the pact.
Reagan, speaking to reporters
British Prime Minister
in the Oval Office, urged Argen- Margaret Thatcher responded to
tina and Great Britain to settle the' the gravest crisis of her three
dispute without violence and said....„ years in _office_with a pledge to
the United States was in a "very reclaim the Falklands by
difficult -siteation"-because-it-is diplomacy orby
friendly witnothirtia ens.
"We have, to regain the
Refusing to say _what his ad- Falkland Islands for British
ministration would do if the two go sovereignty," she said on televito war, he-said, "Both sides have sion. "
threatened the use of force, as is
"We are assembling the biggest
evidenced with Argentina's fleet I think that
-has ever sailed in
military landing there. I just don't peace time....We know what we
think it's an issue that should have to do. There are many ways
come to that point."
of achieving that objective. Let's
Reagan refused to answer bowit,s not the worst one....
directly a question of whether the
"Failure? The possibilities do
United States would offer Britain not exist," she concluded, quoting
military assistance,if asked.
Queen Victoria.
more troops, guns and equipment
to the windswept, treeless islands
250 miles east of southern Argentina that the Argentine navy,and a
force of several thousand troops
seized last Friday.
The Argentine public appealed
little distaair-;;La-departure
Monday of the first section of a
British armada of 40 warships,far
stronger.than Argentina's entire
navy, that is scheduled to reach
the Falklands in two weeks.
The British navy also took over
Britain's second largest cruise
liner, the 43,975-ton Canberra, for
use ass troop carrier
A blackovt'air raid drill was
scheduled Wednesday night in
Comodoro Rivadavia, the south
Argentine city closest to the
Falklands. And red crosses were
painted on the roofs of hospitals
there and in other south Argentine
ports.
But a secretary at a Middle

WE'RE PASSING
THE BUCK• • •

relations."
The resignation came 10 days
after Life magazine reported that
Fortes' had waited 11 months
before returning the money to the
foundation. Wolfson at the time
was servinga one-year prison
term for illegal stock manipulation.
Born in Memphis, Tenn., on
June 19, 1910, Fortes graduated
from Southwestern College in
Memphis and from the Yale
University Law School.
Before arriving in Washington
in the 1930s, he taught at the Yale
law school for four years. He then
helped begin one of the capital city's most prestigious law firms —
originally called Arnold, Fortes &
Porter but now known as Arnold &
Porter.
Fortas is survived by his wife,
Carolyn Agger, a Washington
lawyer.

Record-seekers to help
Easter Bunny with egg hunt
STONE MOUNTAIN, Ga. (AP) — The Easter bunny couldn't
possibly color all those eggs by himself, so it's a good thing he has
help from record-seeking civic leaders.
In an effort to reclaim what they say is a world record set a year
ago, officials at Stone Mountain Park and the local Jaycee chapter
plants dye and hide 30,600 eggs in time for Sunday's egg hunt.
The heat is on to retain last year's record of 21,240 Easter eggs
after a civic club in Biloxi, Miss.,said it beat the record last week.
The Biloxi Jaycees say they placed 28,000 boiled eggs in a 10-acre
field for more than 4,000 delighted children to find during the 17th annual Harry Fountain Memorial Easter Egg Hunt last Sunday.
The Georgia Egg Commission quickly agreed Monday to add a few
thousand eggs to its donation so the state park in suburban Atlanta
can reclaim the record in time for an egg hunt this Sunday.
"We congratulate the Biloxi Jaycees on their one-week record,"
said Steve Doster, the Stone Mountain Park's assistant general
manager.
"We've got the world record of the largest piece of exposed granite
in the world and another for the largest single piece of sculptured art
in the world," Doster said, referring to the equestrian figures of Jefferson Davis, Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson carved into the
granite face of Stone Mountain.
"But ," he added,"we want to keep our egg hunt record,too."

Lift operator survives avalanche
buried under snow for five days
TAHOE CITY, Calif. (AP) —
Five days• after avalanches
smashed down on a ski resort, killing seven people, a gloved hand
reached out of the snow where
rescuers were digging in a wrecked,snow-packed building.
Anna Maria Conrad,22,a ski lift
operator at Alpine Meadows
resort, was suffering from serious
frostbite when she was found Monday, and she had a black eye and
bruises. But she was very much
alive.
"Miracles do really happen,"
said her father, Gene Conrad, a
U.S. Forest Service researcher.
He said his daughter looked "fantastic, just absolutely fantastic,
black eye and all."
Miss Conrad, who survived by
eating snow, said she heard her
rescuers earlier in her captivity
and shouted to them, "but they
didn't hear me.
"It was frustrating when they
left," she said,-but. "fantastic" to
be found.
"It was just total isolation," she
said.
Miss Conrad, a recent graduate

of the University of California at Frank Yatesman, 22, of Santa
Davis, was trapped Wednesday in Cruz County, Calif., had gone to
a space about 2 feet high and 5 feet the ski patrol building to get their
long when snow crashed through cross-country skis, Lewis said.
the second-story wall of a threeYatesman's body was foundstory ski patrol building. The earlier in the search. Also killed
avalanche that hit the building were Beth Morrow,22, a ski resort
was among several during storms employee; Dr. Leroy Nelson of
that brought more than 12 feet of Eureka and his 11-year-old
new snow to the Lake Tahoe basin, daughter Lauri; David L. Hahn of
200 miles east of San Francisco.
Los Altos, and Jeffrey James
Miss Conrad was apparently "Jake" Smith, 27, of the Lake
saved by a bench, which protected Tahoe area.
her from a waltthal was pusflMT
The body of Bernie Kingery, a
and over by the snow, said resort 40-year-old avalanche expert and
spokesman Marshall Lewis.
the last of those listed as missing,
"I was walking in the locker was discovered near the ski patrol
room," Miss Conrad told building.
reporters."I didn't know it was an
His body was found about 244
avalanche until today." She said hours after rescuers, alerted by a
she apparently blacked out for a search dog, saw Miss Conrad's
while.
gloved hand push out from the
About 24 hours after the avalan- snow.
che, rescuers shouted Miss Con"I couldn't believe it," said ski
rad's name and came near her, patrolman Gordon Girton, who
said rescuer worker John Kudr- helped rescue Miss Conrad. "She
nna."We were three feet from the was smiling and talking to us the
air pocket" when the search was whole time. I would say she could
delayed due to worsening weather have walked out on her own."
About 20 searchers cheered and
and the danger of new avalanches,
began hugging each other and
he said.
Miss Conrad and her boyfriend, jumping up and down,Girton said.

Most savings and loans report
losses because of high interest
By JAMES PELTZ
AP Business Writer
High interest rates took a record
bite out of savings and loan institutions in the second half of
1981, sending nearly 85 percent of
the nation's individual S&Ls into
the loss column, the government
says.
Losses for about 3,800 federally
insured S&Ls totaled $3.1 billion
for the six-month period, more
than twice the record $1.5 billion
for the first half of 1981, the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board
said Monday.
The agency never reported a
six-month industrywide loss
before 1981 in the four decades it
has been keeping such figures.
The main problem for S&Ls is
that most have been forced to pay
higher interest rates to attract
deposits than they have been earning on the home loan paymentg
they take in.
One of the instruments S&Ls offer:lor deposits are six-month

money market certificates. Rates
fell on the $10,000-minimumdeposit certificates Monday. Starting today, banks and S&Ls may
pay as much as 13.17 percent interest on the certificates, down
from 13.493 percent.
The certificates are pegged to
yields on short-term Treasury
securities auctioned each Monday, and yields fell about one-half
percentage point at the latest auction. But despite that decline,
rates on Treasury bills and other
short-term loans haw remained
stubbornly high. That has also
held back recovery in the _construction and auto industries.
The five major U.S. automakers
said their late-March sales rose
22.6 percent from a year earlier,
but a disastrous mid-March slump
kept sales for the month down 23
percent — the 36th straight monthly drop.
President Reagan said Monday
there was "good reason to believe
the recession is bottoming out,"
but he conceded unemployment

may go higher as it lags behind
economic recovery.
Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldrige and chief White House
economist Murray L. Weidenatiin
said while still expect the
economy to improve in the coming
months, a sustained recovery
depends on lower interest rateir:- In other economic news:
— Manufacturers'after-tax profits averaged 4.3 cents per dollar
of sales in the fourth quarter of
1981, down 0.4 cents both from the
preceding qmmission said.
— Teamsters President Roy Lee
Williams said he and AFL-CIO
President Lane Kirkland would
meet soon to renew discussions on
a possible Teamsters reaffthation
with the huge labor federation.
— Rep. Henry Ruess, chairman
of the Joint Econommic Committee, asked the Federal Reserve
Board to block an attempted
takeover of Schlitz Brewing Co.,
saying such a move by Stroh
Brewing Co. would be
"devastating for Milwaukee."

(TO YOU!)hi,:s.:szustrzw.V. Banking woes, unemployment
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may get worse, officials say
By OWN ULLMANN
Associaled Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — One or
two major corporations may go
bankrupt and unemployment may
set a new post-World War II high
before the economy recovers from
its current woes, President
Reagan and his Commerce
secretary concede.
, Reagan, Commerce Secretary
Malcolm Baldrige and chief White
House economist Murray L.
Weidenbaum said in separate
forecasts Monday that the current
recession appears to have hit bottom, but it may be several months
before conditions improve.
Administration hopes for a
strong, sustained economic
recovery in the near future depend on interest rates coming
down. So far, however, rates have

remained at the highest levels administration has no plans to bail
out troubled companies.
ever recorded during a recession.
Businesses open and close in good
government
meantime,
the
In
and private economists predict an times as well as bad, he said, adalready high rate of business and ding: "That's just a fact of life in a
farm failures will grow and that true profit-and-loss system."
The president told reporters in
unemployment is likely to surpass
the modern-day peak of 9 percent the Oval Office that the economy
reached in 1975 and just last is in a "trough, the bottoming-out
month. The last time unemploy- of the recession."
But Reagan noted that because
ment was above 9 percent was in
employment gains lag behind im1941.
Baldrige, asked by reporters provements in economic activity,
whether some large corporations... "there may even be More
would fail in the current economic unemployment" in the months
climate, replied: "My instincts ahead even though the worst of the
tell me there will be one or two." recessieu may he over.
Baldrige and Weidenbaum also
He refused to speculate about
the drop in economic activity
said
industries
at
are-which companies
seems to have leveled off, but exvulnerable to bankruptcy.
Weidenbatun, chairman of the pressed concern that high interest
president's Council of Economic rates could stymie a significant
Advisers, later told reporters the recovery.
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COngratulations
state speakers
Once again students at Calloway County High
School and Murray High School have continued to
bring honors to our area.
Larry England and his Calloway County High
School Speech Team came home from Lexington
with the first place sweepstakes honors in 62nd annual Kentucky High School State Speech Tournament.
This is the third year in a row and the fifth time
for the Calloway team to win this honor.
Kellie Overbey of Murray High School was named recipient of the Gifford Blyton Book Award as
the Kentucky Outstanding Speech Student.
The Murray team, coached by Mark Etherton,
also placed fourth in the state tournament.
Our congratulations go out to the speech students
at both schools and their advisors, England of
Calloway and Etherton of Murray. A special tribute
should go to their parents, their other teachers and
the school officials and personnel at each school
who assist and encourage the students as they plan
and practice for the speech events.
We are proud of our students and wish them much
success in the future.

Triggering
jobless weapon
Unemployment figures make a convenient
weapon for enemies anxious to clobber President
Ronald Reagan's economic growth policies before
they can take off.
It is true that the 9.6 million unemployed figure
translates, in part, into hardship. When heads of
fa ilies or main contributors to family incomes
los¼ jobs the hardships are real.
he jobless rate among male heads of households
is 5.8 percent compared to an overall national
jobless rate of 8.8 percent. Things could be worse.
But political bushwackers who are using
unemployment figures to smite President Reagan's
economic policies are telling only part of the story.
Nearly 84 percent of those now unemployed were
unemployed during the last year of the Carter
administration. So if federal policies are to be
blamed for joblesness, 84 percent of current
joblessness must be blamed on President Jimmy
Carter and a liberal Democrat-controlled Congress.
And if the recession is to be blamed on a political
reign, it must" be blamed on the policies of a
Democratic administration and Congress under
which the present recession with its surge of layoffs
got rolling.
And to the extent that it may be traced to special
interestsa_it can be traced to elite workers whose
high wages have priced the products they make
beyond affordability for millions of Americans,
causing immense inventory accumulations and
layoffs with ripple effects through most of the
economy.
It is unfortunate that President Reagan's program to stimulate recovery with growth economics
began during a down-turn in the economic cycle —
one of a series of downturns characteristic of an
overtaxed, overregulated economy.
It is unfortunate for President Reagan. But it is
more unfortunate for the country. The time was
ripe — and the time is ripe — to halt runaway
governmental expansion, trim incredible governmental, insolent governmental intrusion and coerciveness in almost every phase of life.
The time is still ripe to unchain the productive
forces that originally made the United States the
envied industrial leader of the world, to encourage
individual inititive instead of discouraging it with
endlessly growing handouts, to reward enterprise
instead of penalizing it, to extend freedom instead
of suppressing it.
Spring may yet bring the hoped for needed upturn
in the national economy. If it does, growth
economics will have a chance.
Those who value freedom should do what they can
to give it a chance. The alternative offered by
bellyaching politicians is a return to the policies
that got the country into this mess in the first place.
(Reprinted by permission of The Indianapolis
Star)
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Two Murrayans"Great Swimming Race'
a historic event for Hunstville pool
No doubt, you've heard of the
legendary "Great Steamboat Race"
at Derby time in Louisville. Well, this
is a story about the "Great Swimming Race."
It took place some three weeks ago
in a spacious motel pool overlooking
a panoramic view of the Tennessee
River at Huntsville, Ala. Two swimmers, both Murrayans, took part in it
— one a Well-known defense attorney
and the other an up-and-coming
young surveyor.
They were part of a 12-man Murray
group, which had gone to Huntsville
for a weekend of golf at the Joe
Wheeler State Park and simply "to
get away from it all" for a few days.
On the trip were Rick Orr, Rick
Jones, Butch Seargent, Larry
Krouse, Mark Blankenship, Mac
Fitts, Gary Haverstock, E.W. Dennison, Bill Kopperud, Howard
Steeley, Z. Enix and Jim Ramsey.
•••
The day of the historic race, the
group had returned to the motel after
playing 27 holes of fierce, four-man,
best-ball, competitive golf on the Joe
Wheeler course. Some had won,some
had lost. Some were jubilant, some
were quiet.
It had been a beautiful day, sunny
and waren.
ieriiperature had
climbed to the high 70s. As you would
surmise, the group soon gathered
around the pool for some pre-dinner
nipping, sipping and chitchat.
Several had given the "toe test" to

him in a race with Gary!"
the water in the pool and found it still
at winter temperature — a bit too
None of them thought for a minute
the surveyor would have even the
chilly for swimming. Gary
Haverstock, being of sturdy northern
slightest chance against the bouncy,
Ohio stock, apparently didn't feel it
energetic attorney. The twenty-five
dollars was raised quickly, and
was too cold for him.
Showing up at poolside in swimmSeargent reluctantly agreed to the
ing trunks, he boldly announced that
race.
he was going for a swim and plunged
"Okay, fat boy!" chortled the eninto the water. Swimming up to the
thusiastic Ha verstoek, climbing out
of the pool. "Let's get with it — one
side of the pool moments later, he
time down the pool and one back fOr
spotted Butch Seargeant standing
there still in his golfing shorts.
twenty-five dollars!"
"I've got to get wet first," Seargent
Now, Butch stands about 6' 2" and
weighs in the neighborhood of 240
replied, peeling off his sport shirt and
pounds— football, maybe, but hardly
stepping out of his loafers. "Lain't
the frame of a racing swimmer.
never raced anybody bone dry!"
With that, he assumed a racing
"Whatya say, Butch!" Gary callpose, held it for a moment like you
ed, treading water. "I'll race you for
see them do on television, and hit the
a hundred bucks!" Butch smply
water like a torpedo launched from a
shook his head. "Okay," Gary coaxtube. As he swam the length of the
ed, "we'll make it for fifty!" Butch
pool and back with big, smooth,
still had no visible desire to get in the
powerful strokes, some of that
pool.
"Well, I'll tell you what," Gary
earlier confidence visibly drained
from Gary.
went on teasingly, "we'll just make it
•"Fat Boy" wasn't going to be any
for five dollars!"
"Man, I wouldn't get in that water
twenty-five-dollar pushover. "I just
might have bitten off more than I can
as cold as it is for less that twentyfive dollars," Butch replied. By now, che*," Gary thought.
•••
some of the other fellows had taken
Then it was time for the race.
note of the challenge and the related
'Howard Steeley, being the executive
negotiations.
•.•
vice-president at the Bank Of Murray
and perhaps the most knowledgeable
"I'll tell you what," E.W. Dennison
of the group in financial affairs,
checked in with. "It would be worth a
volunteered to hold the money. He
few bucks to me to see old Butch get
also appointed himself the official
wet! Whatya say, fellows! Let's
starter.
make up twenty-five bucks and get

looking back
Ten years ago
Max W.eaver, state area
sanitarian, had given a narrative
report on sanitation conditions at all
seven of county schools at meeting of
Calloway County Board of Education.
Carolyn Scott and Jimmy Burkeen
were Calloway delegates to Kentucky 4-H Older Youth Conference at
Washington, D.C. They were sponsored by Murray Moose Lodge,
Kiwanis Club and Calloway 4-H
Council.
Twenty years ago
Elected as officers of Murray
Civitan Club were Jimmy Rickman,
Hayden Rickman, Hardiman Nix,
Jesse McKinney and T.A. Thacker.
Top three winners of Library
Poster Contest at Faxon Elementary
School were Kim Eddie Pennington,
Vickie Greenfield and Linda
Donelson.
Thirty years ago
Seaman Chad L. Stewart, United
States Navy,son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Stewart, was serving aboard
destroyer USS Erben which returned
from six months tour of duty in Far
East.
Murray Rescue Squad members
were assisting in dragging operations for the body of George Alberti of
Chicago who drowned April 5 in Kentucky Lake near Nash's Boat Dock.

by joe crump

low down
Senator William L. Armstrong
(Colo.) "...Incredible though it may
seem, drug traffickers are now permitted by current tax law, as interpreted by the Tax Court to deduct
from their income taxes all expenses
incurred in illegal drug transactions.
"These tax breaks for lawbreakers
should immediately be repealed, in
my opinion. Today, I am introducing
such legislation, and I urge on behalf
of every American taxpayer, that
this legislation should quickly be
enacted.
"This issue came to my attention
by a incredulous taxpayer who read a
U.S. Tax Court ruling last October
that allowed a dealer of cocaine,

marijuana, and amphetamines to
deduct expenses incurred in his drug
business. This ruling is nothing short
of bizarre.
-The case involved a taxpayer who
filed an income tax return reporting
$105,300 as the cost of amphetamines,
cocaine, and marijuana sold during
the year. The taxpayer also claimed
deductions for telephone, transportation, packaging, and apartment rent
— all incurred as part of his drug sale
business which he operated at least
partially from his home.
"The Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) disallowed the deductions, as
well as a portion of the cost of goods
sold.
"The Tax Court, ina letter ruling,

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
To be true to ourselves, to follow
our star, inner voice, or
whatever...this is a persistent injunction of Western thought. Socrates,
condemned to death in ancient
Athens for questioning the accepted
views of his day, is reported by Plato
to have said:
The difficulty, my friends, is
not to avoid death, but to avoid
unrighteolisness; for that runs

faster than death.
Many centuries later the American
philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson
(1803-1882) wrote in his essay on
"Self-Reliance":
Whoso would be a man, must be
a nonconformist...Nothing is at
last sacred but the integrity of
your own mind. Absolve you to
yourself, and you shall have the
suffrage of the world.

today in history
Today is Tuesday, April 6, the 96th

—*lila 19112. There-are 269 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: .
,On April 6, 1917, the United States
declared war on Germany.

Five years ago: Egyptian President Anwar Sada4 predicted that a
formal end of fighting in the Middle
East would lead to a normalization of
relations between Israel and the
Arab countries.

reversed the IRS position, in part
saying "the taxpayers's automobile,
pickaging, and telephone expenses
were all deductable as ordinary and
necessary expenses incurred in connection with his business."
If that is what the law says, it is
clearly not what Congress meant.
The legislation I am introducing today will clear up any confusion that
now appears to exist in our judicial
system about tax treatment of illegal
drug traffic and legitimate business.
In the future, I do not want any court
to be similarly mistaken that Congress intended such drug related
deductions to be honored...Jlere is
an excerpt from the Tax Court summary: .
'The amount claimed by the taxpayer as cost of goods sold was
upheld. The nature of the taxpayer's
role in the drug market together with
his appearance and candor at trial,
caused the court to believe that his
reconstruction of income from his illegal activities was candid and
honest. The taxpayer was also entitled to deduct one third of his rental expense on his apartment as an ordinary and necessary business expense...'
+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Our comment will be confined to a
very interesting item in the Record.
Representative Ed Weber (Ohio)...
In behalf of the 15 very committed
men and women who serve as my
congressional staff, both here and in
Toledo. Thanks to their loyalty, abili-

mow.
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Striking their most picturesque
starting poses and on the count of
three, Gary and Butch hit the water
at the same time. From then on, it
wasn't even a contest.
Minutes later, it was all over.
Butch had easily outdistanced his
challenger, and, barely breathing
hard from the effort, climbed out of
the pool and calmly collected his fifty
bucks from Howard while the rest of
his friends lcoked on in disbelief —
first at him and then at Gary, still in
the pool.
"How bad did he beat me? How
bad did he beat me?" he kept sputtering.
••••
Ricky Jones, a law partner of
Gary's, then wanted to take up the
challenge and raced off to get his
swim trunks, but that race never did
materialize. No one wanted to bet
against Butch.
Nor did a possible race with the
best swimmer a group of college
fraternity boys staying at the motel
thought they could come up with.
So, Butch reigned supreme —
rumors of his prowess as a swimmer
ran rampant throughout the motel,
from medal-winning college accomplishments all the way to the
Olympics.
"Actually," he chuckled, "I only
swam a little as a kid on a
neighborhood team. Really, I'm not
all that good a swimmer. Didn't have
to be in this case, for that matter."

inftwamalbus

ty, and commitment, I have been
able to carry out thejluties of my office during the past year without the
expenditure of the full allowance
authorized to me. In fact,Ian able to
,..74 in
return to the treasury $75,W
unspent funds symbolized by this
check payable to the American taxpayer."
This item was too good to be buried
in the Congressional Record. It's an
item that will never be heard on the
Television Nightly News broadcasts.
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Prizes for golden egg and most egges will be awarded in each group. A snack qf donut holes and milk
will be served. Parents are encuraged to bring
Easter baskets, a quilt ad cameras as a professional photographer will not be present. In case of
rain all activities will be inside the club house.

Tennis ploy scheduled

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Sandy
Brannon, Cathy Young, Norma Frank and Leisa
Faughn; Court Two — Mug Rigsby, Vicki Miller,
Vicki Baker and Janice Howe; Court Three —
Agnes Payne, Frances Hulse, Marilyn Adkins and
Janie Ryan. For a substitute call Judy Latimer.

Malone will be speaker
Ross Malone, administrative assistant to vice
president for Student Development at Murray State
University, will speak at United Campus Ministry
luncheon Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in Ohio Room
304, University Center, MSU.
Mr. Malone will speak about "Plight of International Students," according to Dr. Robert E.
Farless, UCM director.

PWP chapter will meet
Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet Friday at 8 p.m. at
American Legion, Legion Drive, Paducah.
The only qualification for joining PWP is one be a
single parent by reason of death, divorce, legal
separation or never married. For information call
1-444-6251 or 1-224-2674.

Easter egg hunt planned
Kenlake State Park will have its annual Easter
Egg Hunt Sunday at 2 p.m. Each person should bring own basket. The group will assemble in lobby of
Kenlake Hotel.
Prizes will be given. In case of rain, teegg hunt
will be conducted indoors.

Club plans egg hunt
Murray Country Club Easter Egg Hunt for
preschool through third grade will be Saturday
from 10 a.m. to noon at club. Activities will include
Easter Egg hunt, an appearane of Easter Bunny
and a performance by Memorial Baptist Church
Puppets.
The egg hunt will be divided into two groups —
five years and under and six to eight year olds.

Carol choir to give program
The Carol Choir of First Baptist Church
will present a musical, "Angels," at 6:45 p.m.
Wednesday
at church. This will follow the fellowship
supper at
6:15

Economic
factors help
lower fatalities
MIAMI

•
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Economic incentives that
encourage the nation's
truck drivers to save fuel
are also helping to lower
accident rates and
—highway fatalities, a safety expert says.
Driving techniques that
earn truckers cash and
gift bonuses for increasing fuel economy also pay
dividends for all highway
travelers, says Bob Noel,
head of Ryder Truck Rental's driver-training program.

GEORGE PARADISE, right, welcomes Ingeborg King, left,
and Kathryn
Outland, hostesses for Welcome Wagon, to meeting of Welcom
e Wagon Club at
Kentucky Paradise. Janice Canter demonstrated tole painting.
Present were 18
members and one visitor, Debbie Dillman. The club will meet Thursd
ay at 7 p.m.
at First Christian Church.

Sid Easley speaks
at Hazel meeting
Italian Spaghetti
Special
$1 09
Onlv
With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Extra

[69c Special for Kidq
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M
V1U

Can't Eat This Gcod 5.t Horrc For This
Pnco

otoriariniasourAP
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Former District Judge
Sid Easley was guest
speaker at meeting of
Hazel Woman's Club
March 18 at Hazel Community Center.
Mr. Easley spoke about
"Public Affairs." He suggested a person should
stay close to their family
roots and never forget
who we are.
Mrs. Tommy Paschall,
president, presided and
led pledge to the flag.
Mrs. Joe Thompson gave
the devotional thoughts. _
The club planned Senior
4•11.11111P
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Draw Your Own Discount
from our Easter Basket

50% Stfofrewide
And Other Prizes, Too.

Sale.Thurs.-Sat.
April 8-10
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The Blackford House Gallery
"•"...,
418 Main -4"""°4

Citizens luncheon May 15
at center.
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Joe
Oakley and Mrs. Houston
Ray, hostesses.
Other members present were Mrs. Hughes
Bennett, Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, Mrs. Steve
Knott, Mrs. Jim Lamb,
Mrs. James R. Latimer,
Mrs. Max Parks, Mrs.
Lawrence Overbey, Mrs.
Tommy Story, Mrs.
Wayne Wesson and Mrs._
Harokl.Wilkinson.

Murray

Darlene Stevens and Linda Orr.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Adams now reside in
their mobile home in
Coach Estates, Murray.

Vitamin A hazard
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — In consuming so your
daily than 10,000 IU a day on a
one of your columns you intake should
be well above chronic basis.
were discussing the fat solu- the RDA.
Vitamin A is extremely
ble vitamins and you said we
The National Academy of importa
nt to your
really worry about vitamins Sciences
(the body that but it will not cure health,
arthritis.
A and D. I take a vitamin determines
the RDA for Neither will vitamin
D. That
capsule a day that contains vitamins
and
5,000 U.S.P. units of A and nutrients) recomme other is a hoax. Vitamin D is usends
that
ful
if
an increase in calcium
400 U.S.P. units of D. I was adults avoid
taking more absorption is desired
as to
told it was good for arthritis. than 25,000 IU
or more on a help prevent or treat
osteoI would like to know what daily basis to avoid
vitamin
porosis (which is dissolving
side effects these two vita- A toxicity.
Your intake of bones, not arthritis)
.
mins have on people. What vitamin D is
also within the
There is even good inforparts of the body are affect- accepted range. It
should not mation to show
that an adee.4.1?
_
be more than three-to four
quate intake of vitamin A_ is
times the RDA of 400 units.
importa
nt in preventing
amount you are taking, if
Vitamin A toxicity can
John Wayne was spot- that is all you are taking, is cause your hair to fall out, some forms of cancer. And
there are big changes in how
ted by director Raoul not likely to cause you any your eyebrows to fall out, vitamin
A intake is calculatharm at all.
vitamin unsightly skin changes,
Walsh at Hollywood's preparation youThe
are taking fatigue and even serious liv- ed. Labels will be switching
to retinols very soon. This
Fox lot in 1928. Wayne — meets the recommended er damage.
In children can and the role
of vitamin A is
then named Marion Mor- daily dietary allowance cause an increase in itpresdiscussed in The Health Letrison — was working as a (RDA). In addition you are sure within the brain that ter
number 19-2, Vitamin A:
getting vitamin A from mimics a brain
tumor. Chil- An Essential
studio prop man.
some of the foods you are dren should
not take more I am sendingHazard, which
you. Others

3 Acad. Awards Incl.
But Actor-A tres

Coldwater Baptist Church
April 5th thru 9th
7 P.M. Nightly
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Silent Rage
Chuck Horns

Special Singing Nightly
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Miss Melinda Sue Cunn Ingham and Keith
Adams were married in a
candlelight ceremony at
the home of Bill Adams,
the groom's father, on
Saturday, March 6.
The Rev. Glen Orr and
the Rev. Terry Wilson,
uncles of the bride, performed the double ring
ceremony.
Parents of the bride are
Kenneth Cunningham
and Sue Allen. The groom
is the son of Bill Adams
and Joan Adams.
The bride was escorted
by her father down the
stairway to the altar in
front of the fireplace. The
mantle was adorned with
candles flanked by palms
on each side
For her wedding the
bride wore a formal gown
of chantilly and venice
lace over satin. The dress
featured a bodice with a
standup ruffled neckline,
fitted sleeves coming to a
point at the hand, and
tiny covered buttons
down the back.
Her veil was attached
to a headpiece of roses.
She carried a cascading
bouquet of white silk
roses, rust porn poms and
white ribbons.
Aleshia Cunningham,
sister of the bride, was
maid of honor. She wore a
floor length gown of
peach chiffon and lace
and carried a bouquet of
rust silk carnations and
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Adams
peach porn poms.
with rust boutonniere.
was centered with an arThe groom wore a
Reception
rangement of rust and
white suit with a rust
A reception followed in peach carnations. The
boutonniere.
the basement of the wedding cake was threeAllen Morris, best man, Adams home.
tiered.
wore a rust pin stripe suit
The bride's table was
Serving the guests were

Rev. Gary Frizzell of Northside
Baptist Church Mayfield
Evangelist
Dr. James Carlin and
Bobby Manning Music Directors
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Wedding vows said at home
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Nursery Available
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who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long,
stamped. self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
noticed that you recommend
cotton socks for foot problems. I don't disagree but
I'm sure that you and other
health professionals are unaware of the subtle but progressive phase-out of_eotton
in the manufacture of clothing and bed linens.
Severaleyears ago I protested at the nursing home
where I work that the
patient acceptance of the
new synthetic sheets and
"Johnnies" was poor.
Patients complained they
were cold, clammy and
nonabsorbent. Some were
allergic. By then muslin and
cotton sheets were unavailable and besides the laundry
department found the synthetics facilitated their
work.
I checked an outlet store
recently and found not one
sock with the word cotton on
the label. This was all new
stock. Just thought you
might like to know.
DEAR READER — No, I
don't really like to know. It
is a polyester world. But if
you search there are still
some 100 percent cotton
socks. I checked Sears catalog and they have 100 percent cotton thermal socks. I
recommend cotton and wool
because they absorb moisture. Many synthetic 4ibers
trap moisture that causes
body odors. That includes
synthetic underwear that
doesn't breathe.

Special attraction
planned at center
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
(AP) — Visitors to
Disney's Epcot Center in
central Florida will soon
be able to see a stainedglass window in motion.
The "Journey into Imagination," hosted by
Eastman Kodak Co., is
created with rhythmic
light control and kinetic
energy. Visitors may also
"write with light" by
manipulating a laser
beam which will generate
an .endless variety of
pejfes.
The pavilion is part of
the evolving Future
World theme area of Eprot Center scheduled to
open Oct 1
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Woman wants impotence
DEAR ABBY: A 75year-old woman wrote to
say that when her 77year-old husband was 30,
due to a bungled operation, he had lost all desire
for sex, but over the
years they had experienced an intimacy that would
not be believed by the
present generation that
thinks all there is to marriage is sex. She said,
When we cuddle up in
each other's arms on a
cold winter night, we
achieve a more lasting
closeness than the
couples who make love
for three minutes, then
leave each other to go
sleep in separate
bedrooms."
Abby, when I read that,
I cried. How I wish I had
what she had. I love my
husband, but I feel closer
to him when he just holds
me until I fall asleep than
when he makes love to
me, rolls over and goes to
sleep with his back
toward me.
Sometimes I pray that
he will become impotent.
To me, cuddling and
holding expresses genuine "love." The sex
part is just selfish animal

gratificaton.
I am 20, and I think the
younger generation is
changing because most of
my girlfriends say they
don't like sex any more
than I do. Some women
just hide it better.
Abby, impotent men
have as much going for
them as the men who
aren't. And if they can't
find a woman to love
them for who and what
they are, tell them to
-come to Arkansas.
LOVES LOVE, NOT
SEX

Mitchuson and Lane vows said

a meetmg, and what I
found there was exactly
what I needed. The open
discussions helped me to
see the light.
My sincere thanks for
helping me to save
myself years of misery.
About A.A.'s spiritual
program: There may be
lots of people like myself
who aren't religious at
all, and might shy away
from A.A. because they
don't believe in any kind
of "God." But if they go,
they'll find a new kind of
faith. Please keep telling
people about A.A., Abby.
DEAR LOVES: Thanks Some people make it on
for a potent letter.
the third or even fourth
try!
DEAR ABBY: I've
SOBER AND LOVING
been meaning to write IT
this letter for a long time 10 months to be exact DEAR SOBER:
because that's how long Thanks for writing. I
I've been sober. I'm 34 know I sound like a
and didn't even start broken record plugging
drinking until I was 26.
A.A. as I do, but if only
I didn't know I was an one person is helped toalcoholic until I read the day, it will be worth
"test" in your column, space in my column. A.A.
and after answering the Is in your phone book.
questions truthfully, I There's a chapter near
realized I was.
you. It doesn't cost a
You said that dime, and could be worth
Alcoholics Anonymous a million.
was the best, so I went to
DEAR ABBY: "Lack-

The wedding of Miss
Patricia Ann Mitchuson
and Johnnie Lewis Lane,
Jr., was solemnized on
Saturday, March 6.
-4
The Rev. Marland Harris officiated at the
ceremony read at 6 p.m.
at Memorial Baptist
By Abigail Van Buren
Church. The altar was
ing Love and Hating It" centere
d with a wrought
blames his wife because iron
arch entwined with
he had a heart attack. He palms.
claims his doctor told him
A program of nuptial
that withholding se; music
was presented by
causes sexual tension, Stacey
Stalls, pianist, and
which in turn causes Miss
Tonya Harris,
heart attacks in men. I vocalist
.
can't believe a doctor
Mother of the bride is
would make such a state- Mrs.
Ethel Mitchuson.
ment. As though men The groom
is the son of
were the only ones with Mr. and
Mrs. John B.
sexual tension!
Lane.
"Lacking Love" should
The bride wore a gown
take a good long look at of white
bridal satin
himself. I'll bet he's a made
by her sister, Mrs.
slob who smells like a Christi
ne Geerdes. The
brewery, abuses his wife, dress
was designed with a
then gets mad because Queen
Anne neckline,
she's not in the mood to empire
waistband of
make love. There are a satin
with lace overlay
lot of men like that and
sleeves of illusion
around. You see them
with satin cuffs.
every day in the corner
She carried a bridal
bars complaining bouquet
of white flowers
because their wives are with
yellow centers.
"cold."
Miss Bonnie Jones,
ICE—COLD IN
niece of bride, was maid
LOUISVILLE
of honor. Junior
bridesmaid was Miss
Tina Maria Lane,
daughter of groom. Miss
North Pleasant Grove Mareeka Geerdes, niece
Cumberland of bride, was flower girl.
The attendants wore
Presbyterian Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at church dresses matching in
with Layman Thornton as design in colors of lavendar, yellow and pink satin
speaker.
with matching shawls.
Harold Hill was Itivot
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will man. Junior groomsman
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge was Paul Baxter, cousin
of groom. David Mithall.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Lewis Lane
chuson, nephew of bride,
French and John Mark church fellows
Mothers Day Out will was ringbearer.
hip hall.
Miss Marsha Delk.
The groom and atten- Dillon.
be at 9 am. at Good
Serving the guests were
Following a wedding
Shepherd United dants all wore black tuxReception
Mrs. Susan Mitchuson, trip, the new"-Mr. and
edoes.
Methodist Church.
A reception followed Miss Wanda
Crutcher, Mrs. Lane are residing at
Ushers were Richard the ceremony at the
Mrs. Margie Farley and New Concord.
Senior citizens centers
will be open as follows:
Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
NEW YORK (AP) —
p.m. and Hazel and Replacement window percent of the new win- 1940s and only recently most of the vinyl windows
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2 frames include tradi- dows being installed are become readily available are being installed in the
vinyl. This type of win- in the United States.
p.m.
Northeast and Central
tional wood and
dow frame has been in
states where the climate
aluminum, but the
In the United States, is cold.
Mothers Day Out will newest type of replace- use in Europe since the
be at 9 a.m. at First Bap- ment frame is vinyl.
tist Church.
In West Germany, 40

Corn ing community events listed

Tuesday, April 6
Tuesday April6
Tuesday,April6
Parents and interested will meet at
First three films of
7 p.m. at
persons of Multi-Age Health Center.
"Whatever Happened to
Nursery School Program
the Human Race?" will
Will meet at 7 p.m. at
Alcoholics Anonymous be shown at 7 p.m. at
Early Childhood Center, will meet at 8 p.m. in University Center
North 16th Street.
western portion of Theater, Murray State
Livestock and Exposition University.
Murray Preschool Co- Center.
op will have an open
Murray Assembly No.
house at 7 p.m. in Early
Faculty Recital by Ray 19 Order of Rainbow for
Childhood Center, North Smith, bassoon, and Girls will meet
at 7 p.m.
16th Street, Murray State Marie Taylor, piano, will at lodge hall.
campus.
be at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Kappa Department of
Recital .Hall, Fine Arts Murray Woman's Club
Murray TOPS (take off Center, Murray State
will meet at 7 p.m. at club
pounds sensibly) Club University.
house.

New drug discovered
for Hodgkin's disease

Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at club
house.

By WARREN E.LEARY American Cancer SocieBea Walker Group of
AP Science Writer
ty's annual science
DAYTONA BEACH, writers' seminar the First Baptist Church
Fla.(AP) — A new multi- results are very en- Women will meet at 7:30
drug treatment for. couraging at this stage. p.m. at home of Mary
Hodgkin's disease great- But doctors usually want Robinson.
ly improves survival five-year survival data to
Murray Band Boosters
chances for people suffer- judge a therapy's poten- will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
ing from the worst form tial for cure.
band room at Murray
of the cancer, even
Dr. Frank J. Rauscher, High School.
among patients who are the cancer institute's
resistant to present chief scientist, called the
Wednesday,April 7
chemotherapy, a resear- results "very signifiReturning Students
cher says.
cant."
United will meet at 7:45
In the most advanced
"If the results bear out, a.m. at Ordway Hall,
stage of the disease, when this is another big step
Murray State University.
cancer is spread against Hodgkin's
—_
throughout the body, doc- disease," Rauscher said
Make Today Count will
tors are seeing 95 percent in an interview. "This
meet at 1:30 p.m._ in
cancer-free remission'. cancer was alwitiii
t classroom at Murrayafter three years when always fatal just 15 to 20
-ea-I low
the new drugs are used in years ago. Since then, a Hospita a y - -C-cruirty
l.
combination with stan- combination of
Activities by senior
dard chemotherapy, said chemotherapy and radiaDr. Gianni Bonadonna.
tion has increased three- citizens will be from 10
Bonadonna, a promi- year survival at all a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
nent drug researcher stages of the disease to and Douglas Centers.
from the National Cancer more than 85 percent."
Last two films of
Institute of Italy,said this
Hodgkin's disease is a "Whatever Happened to
compares with 73 percent form of cancer affecting
remission in patients on the lymph system and the Human Race?" will
the older drug regimen( other tissues that are part be shown free at University Center ballroom,
alone for the same time.
of the body's infection Murray State University.
He said the new drug lighting immune system.
-regimen is effective alone The cancer societ
Thursd
ay,April
y
in resistant patients, and estimates there will be
Welcome Wagon Club
even more so with stan- 7,000 new cases of the will meet at 7 p.m. at
dard chemotherapy.
cancer this year and 1,600 First Christian Church.
The scientist told the — deaths.
South Pleasant Grove
Between 1957 and 1960, spiders accounted for the
Homemakers Club will
deaths of 21 people in the United States. In that
meet at 1:30 p.m. at home
same period, bees and wasps killed 127 and snakes
of Hilda Orr. Members
were responsible for 57 deaths.
note change in date.
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Vinyl becoming replacement for window frames in homes
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aS erHeadquarters
Countryside
Nursery &
The Country Store

NOW OPEN!
1907 Coldwater Rd., Murray

'Variety Of Trees, Shrubs
& Bedding Plants
*The Only Complete Lawn
Service In The Murray Area
Mowing - Pruning
Spraying - General Clean-Up
*Landscaping & Professional Design
*Our Country Store Specializes
In Brass 8. Handmade Items

753-3188

Noted Hypnotists In Murray
To Help Smokers & The Overweight
11,

SI PER

YOUR CHOICE
GENTS OP
LADIES
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The subject of numerous newspaper and
magazine articles as well as television appearances, Mr Genthner and his staff have been
conducting these seminars throughout the country. In a comprehensive and fascinating three
hour program, thane who attend the seminar exIzerience the relaxing and beneficial effects of
clinical hypnosis Not only do people permanently lose weight and stop smoking as. result of the
seminar, they also report that they sleep better,
feel more energetic, and generally enjoy life
more than they had previously
Mr Genthner's skill in clinical hypnosis was
noted by Dan Rather of CRS' '60 Minutes'', who
referred to him in a nationally televised report
as a well-trained and highly experienced hypnotist."

BEDWETTER
LET THEM HAVE A

Mall to PACIFIC 114TIANATIONAL. LTD.
311 First SbWettNak0044, WI 54437

ID/4

PARENT S NAM. ...sr

•

ADDRESS
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CITY

Wade M. Genthner, F.A.I.H.
Director of Techniques For Living

DRY BED

The greatest gift you can give. bedwetter and the rest
of the
tarnity, too. Is an end to this serious problem, and
melte no
mistake, bedwetting Is serious It can cause
complicated psychological problems that last • Mistime Its so
neselleee because bedweitring. when not caused by organic
, disease,can be ended.Send for our tree brodusre, defect or
illechvettIng
—What It's AN About and How To End Ir. a report
by two
medical doctors No obligation
"Equally Effective for Adults"

ST ATE

PHONE
• Pecol.c ,••••rnat,onst Ltd 1075

Ups 4.ea)

•

Choi:Man s Fashions

for free estimates
appointments
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Marjorie and Bill Major •
•
7S3-0880
•
•
•
rp„,,„,,„.nq
•
•
American and International Traveltime
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Murray's Largest
& Most Complete
Children's Store

14 CARAT

V2 CARAT

1 FULI.CARAT

WAS $450

WAS $700

WAS $1,200

NOW1299

NOW $499

NOW$799

Are you overweight or a cigarette smoker'
Have you tried to lose weight or stop smoking,
only to fail time and time again" If you find
yourself answering "yes" to either of these questions then the Techniques For Living Seminar.
under the direction of Wade M. Genthner
FAIN at the Holiday Inn Highway 641 South
will be the place for you to be on Wednesday.
April 11. Techniques Eat Living will be conducting their famous Lose Weight - Stop Smoking
Seminar which has helped thousands of people
throughout the United States Techniques For
Living is • national organization dedicated to
helping Americana solve three and other problems that have kept them from enjoying their
lives to the fullest

"Clinical hypnosis is the easiest way there is to
solve these problems•'. Genthner says 'Simply
put, it helps to efintinate these types of problems
permanently." '
7

Genthner says that the reason clinical hypnosis is so successful is that "it removes the
causes of problems, not just the symptoms." For
example, he explainsi "People who are
overweight go on diets. A diet Is only good for as
long as you can follow it Ohre you stop the diet
you re-gain the weight Hypnosis is permanent
bacsuas it eliminate,the ammo Si evee-eeting,
not just the symptoms "The same holds true for
smokers where the need to prevent cravings for
cigarettes or weight gain is just as important.
Both problems are covered at the seminar, and
each seminar leader Vs personally trained by Mr
Genthner Further information can be obtained
by calling, toll free I 400-1145-6454

at'
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Ballad of Easter—

c*Iitiiiiiiedietut but critics dettinied Him
EDITOR'S NOTE - In
keeping with the lyric
quality of mach el Scripture, a five-part series,
rendered in a cadence,
continues with this second installment on
Jesus' entry into
Jerusalem. Slight variations are made in some
Scripture quotations bat
without altering
substance.
By GEORGE
W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer

From atop the eastern
hill he rode, on a burro
young and tame, and he
met a welcome astoundingly warm, a burst of
sheer acclaim.
His apostles walked
along amazed, at the fervent chants and glee, and
the people shouted,
distributing palms,
"Hosannah! Blest be
he!"
He espied the Temple
spires below, and his
tears came blinding hot.
"0 Jerusalem!" how he'd

yetirned to assuage, but
alw)iys -you would not."
They descended down
that winding path, in the
air swelling hymn, but
some watchers shrewdly
assessed with disgust,
"The world's gone after
him."
So he reached the
capital, extolled, by a
cheer*, hopeful throng,
but resentment struck a
discordant note, which
lanced that soaring song.
As he moved about the
teeming town, in efforts

Order Your Gibson
Country Ham Baked
For Easter Now!
Gibson Country Ham
Whole, Half, or By The Slice
14 Lb. Pure Ground

Beef Patties
choice Sides Of Beef
-cut,
225 To 300

1 988

Quarter Pound Box $

Wrapped ,Free

Lbs.

lb.

$134

Phone Your Orders In

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
PIN** M-1441
NOUNS;7:00-S:00 MM.•hi.

!07 N. .1rd St.

We Actopt Food
Stumps

' Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray.'•

to fulfill wants, he observed that minions dispatched by the chiefs, injected
jibes and taunts.
An inflammatory
"demon," they jeered, he
is "leading people
astray." But he eyed
them coolly, the stone
that they held. The hazers
stayed at bay.
For a lot of others sympathized,and believed his
claims sufficed; they
remarked "he's good"
and suspected he's more.
"Do rulers know he's
Christ?"
There were others, too,
perplexed, unsure. And
just "where'd he get such
wit?" If he's "the one
whom they seek to kill,"
it doesn't make him quit.
"You shall know the
truth, it'll make you
free," he declared for all
to heed, and he also
stressed "if the Son
makes you free, you shall
be free indeed."
Some accusers dragged
a woman there, and flung
her down half nude, for
the law demands that
adulterers die, "Just
what do you conclude?"
He surveyed the mob,
their stones in hand, and
he, heard the woman
moan. Then he sternly
said that whoever's not
sinned, "Let him first
cast a stone."
So they glanced about,
embarrassed, stumped,
in a silent, rattled funk,
an*. ,l.owered— eyes
they discarded the
stones, which fell down
plunk-by-plunk.
As they wandered off
he gently knelt, and he
told her not to cry, to
avoid the sin but none's
left to condemn, and also,
"Nor do I."
A respected scholar
came at night, to
preclude official scorn,
for Nicodemus desired to
get clear, on how to be
"reborn."
It was something Jesus
talked about, a conun-

drum many miss. He insisted one must be "born
anew," to qualify for
bliss.
So the "wind blows
where it wills," he said,
and you hear but cannot
say, just from "whence it
comes" or to "whither it
goes." The spirit moves
that way.
That the ones of faith
forever live, of eternal
fabric spun, he declared
that "God so much loved
this whole world, he gave
his only Son."
Thus the "Son was sent
into the world," to
reverse the fix it's in; the
objective isn't to damn
but instead, to "save the
world through him."
For the "light has come
into the world," in its
painful, darkened night;
but he said that those who
pursue what is true,
transmit that very light.
Of the sick, the jailed,
the hungry poor, he portrayed in simile, that as
others do to the least of
all these, they "also do to
me."
, In the markets, Temple, squares and streets,
apd beside the pool and
wall, there were questions, homage and roundabout jabs, and he
essayed them all.
Some. dissembling
lawyers threw a curve,
just to put him on the
spot, by dem.anding
whether a person should
-pay the tax to Rome or
not.
You're a teacher skilled, they flattered him;
you're courageous, candid, bright, but they knew
that either a "yes" or a
"no," would brand him
left or right.
fie discerned the trap
and showed their coin,
with the Caesar image
thereon, and said give to
Caesar whatever is his, to
God his boundless own.
As support for him and
ardor swelled, while
around the people press-

ed, the authorities were
consumid with alarm,
and ordered his arrest.
But the guards returned to no avail, and confessed they feared the
swarm, for there's
"never a man that has
spoken like this." Arrest
would stir a storm.
The regime of Pilate's
foreign rule, with its
military spread, had collaborators in local affairs, and picked the
Temple's head.
With their purviews
linked, their aides in
touch, it was Pilate's canny game,to allow hilpuppets to front for his plans,
while he avoided blame.
But the Ministry of
Jesus grew, in that conquered; tense domain,
and the people spat when
the troopers went by, to
show their keen disdain.
Yet they flocked to
Jesus, spread his name,
however much maligned,
and some doubters
brought to his notice a
man, who since his birth
was blind.
To attend liiiii Jesus
took some clay, which he
wet and pulverized, and
applied it over those
atrophied lids, and said
"Go wash your eyes."
So the man complied,
surprised by sight, and in
shouting leaps he ran, so
enthused his friends were
in doubt it was he. But
look,"I am the man!"
Though the powers
quizzed him long and
hard, he insisted stubbornly, that Jesus rubbed
on the "clay and I washed"; though "blind,I now
can see."
So they called the act a
breach of law, as it fell in
Sabbath limits; it's a
"sin" they charged but in
joy he replied, that God
was surely in it.
The most searing barbs
that Jesus hurled, were at
sham and pious pride, at
the "hypocrites" like the
"whiteswashed tombs,"

which shine, but rot inside.
They neglect the prime
ideals of faith — to be
just, forgiving, true; and
they "strain a gnat" but
they "swallow a camel."
It's "woe, blind guides,to
you!"
From the Temple
porch, he stormed inside,
and he whirled a braided
lash, as he wreaked commercial' disorder and
flight, of poultry, vendors,cash.
Don't make this "house
a marketplace!" he exclaimed in high chagrin,
for "my Father's house is
a house that's for
prayer," and not a "robbers'den."
The officials fumed for
punfshment, at this
flagrant episode, and
from Pilate's fort to the
chief of the priests, the
direful words echoed.
So the civil council duly
met, in a state of riled
todo; it was plainly fact
he "performs many
signs," just "what are we

to do"
If they let him go
ahead, they said, he'd
convince the countless
hosts, and the Roman
troops would strike and
suppress', and take away
our posts.
But the priestly
primate Intervened,in an
accent fiat and dry, that
to save the nation it's better of course, that this
"one man should die."
So they laid their plans
in league with Rome, to
avoid the public glare, to
solicit tips on the place he
retires, to grab the fellow
there.
In the meantime Jesus
preached unchecked,
with his banner wide unfurled. "I'm the way, the
truth and the life," he
said, "the light of all the
world."
On the eve to mark the
Paschal meal, for some
restful, quiet surcease, he
withdrew his men to the
house of a friend, perhaps
to sup in peace.
MORE
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Ginger Jar
Lamps

With Pleated Shades

$ 11 795

Every Item In Our Huge
Inventory Will Be Reduced
Drastically For 6 Hours
Thursday April 8th
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Manufacturers, museums reap rewards

ON THE

1

Ivy BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
The current "marriage" between some
home furnishings
manufacturers and some
American museums in

museumbacked. Everyone seems to
reproduction collections benefit...from the new
is producing a boon for state of affairs, made
consumers in the form of possible by a current
wide availability of widespread interest in
decorative products that reproducing authentic
recreate the past.
American interiors of the

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN

past.
Museums are reaping
rewards in the form of
royalties for their participation. Manufacturers have discovered a
wonderful source of
creative inspiration. And,
the general public has access to. suitable fabrics,
furniture, wan coverings
and accessories at an affordable price.
The new Historic House
Association of America
wallpaper and fabric collection, introduced
recently in cooperation
with the Historic House
Association, conforms to
the nowtypical pattern.
The Washington-based
non-profft group, which
advises restorers of old
houses, will benefit from
sales of the products.
Leila Serio, a designer
for Richard E. Thibaut
Inc. of New York, the
manufacturer, visited 12
vintage houses across the
country, choosing
something to reproduce
or interpret in wallpaper
and textiles from each
house.
In recent years, a
Roycroft renaissance has
occurred. Craftsmen are
once again working in the
area and the inn, which is
being restored, recently
reopened to the public.
Some of its rooms contain
furnishings made by the
original Roycrofters.
Though .typical of the
design motifs of the
period, the Roycroft
stripe wall covering has
been adapted from the inn's china service.

-4-4;HOUSE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
People skillful in coping with most
breakdowns around the
house will often shy away
from any repair pertaining to plumbing.
Whatever justification
there is for this attitude
with some plumbing
repairs, there is none for
a refusal to tackle the
replacement of a washer
on the ordinary stem or
compression faucet. This
type, still in the large majority of houses
throughout the country
despite the inroads made
by single-lever and other
newer kinds of faucets, is
especially prone to dripping-from the spout.
No matter how much of
a novice you are in the
matter of plumbing
repairs, you can tackle
the chore of replacing a
washer and stopping a
drip if you remember to
turn off the water to the
faucet before you do
anything else. Forget it
and you will soon have a
'stream of mater shooting
out and often up to the
ceiling.
On some faucets, you
will have to remove the
handle, which requires
only a screwdriver. On
others, you need not do
so. In either case, you
must loosen the packing
nut that is usually under

the hanille by turning it
counterclockwise. This
will enable you take out
the faucet spindle, at the
end of which you will find
a washer,held in place by
a screw. When this
washer get chewed up or
dislodged, water gets up
and past it, creating the
drip you are trying to
halt.
Every home should
have a box of assorted
washers and screws in a
handy place. Get one of
the proper size and
replace the old one, at the
same time replacing the
screw. Put back
everything in the reverse
order in which you
removed it, turn on the
water and your leak
should be gone. This happens nine times out of 10
without any problem. Occasidnally, the screw
won't turn or is so beaten
up you cannot get the
screwdriver bit into the
slot to make it turn. In
that case, cut away the
old washer with an awl or
some other pointed tool,
then grasp the head of the
screw with a pliers and
turn it.
If the leak was at the
packing nut rather than
from the spout, first try
tightening the nut, which
may have worked loose.
If that doesn't help, take
_ off tile nut and replace
the old packing unsle the

VVeekend
Freedom
Machines' ...
Whopping
19.9 hp
.1? -

nut with similar
material, which can be
bought in a hardware
store and looks
something like string. If
there is a packing
washer, replace it with
one of the same size.
When a faucet continues to leak from the
spout even after the
washer has been replaced, it may mean the
faucet seat is rough and
needs refacing. A small
tool can be purchased for
this purpose. It usually
comes on a cardboard
holder which tells how to
use it. If not, ask your
dealer for advice.
These days, newer
kinds ol faucets are of the
washerless types, including single-lever
models. Different kinds,
as well as different
brands, require slightly

• tap-to-advance

THIS PASSIVE SOLAR-HEATED HOUSE has a living
room and dining room which share a large space and have a
sloped ceiling. The family room features a fireplace and is
open to the kitchen so the family is not separated during
meal preparation. Plan HA114$K has 1,198 square feet on
the first floor and 787 on the second. For more information
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown,
N.Y. 11507.
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SAVE
stoo
Act now and get a $50 cash refund
directfrom GEon the Executive

airIan=
Mtittr...
Csaditisaies, Inc.

PRE SEA

N SALE

On Lloyd Outdoor Furniture

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

—

"F1BEACRAFT" is an exclusive outdoor furniture fabric developed by LLOYD and proven through many years of successful vac-. .ft has at "air-cooled" weave-that-remains
pleasaritly cool.. even when exposed to the sun for long
periods. The fabric is easy to clean with warm soap and
water. The fabric also has a natural "give" because of steel
wire reinforcing in each horizontal strand

yuar $50 cash refund direct from General Electric for
installing a new GE Execubye air conditioner.'Then enioy the
energy-saving effkiency for years to come.

Let our Girard* control intperN Crovide you with our in-home
analysis of your specific energy needs and potential savings
Abeolulely NO OBLIGATION

Chestnut Street
Murray. Ky.

Let this unique system help manage your schedule). Enter meetings,"to do's," expenses, and
more as they occur. Then review
daily agendas or search and retrieve records by category and/
or keyword. Add optional
programs tor many other man•9•Mant

bop Cool...Savo Now ad Sore loled
C11.i

Call today for a FREE
home energy analysis.

urray 'ome
& Auto
Phone
753-2571

Enjoy summer comfort that costs less than older and
less efficient air conditioners . .. with special, presummer savings. The secret's in the extra-large coil. It
makes the GE high-efficiency compressor even -rnore
effent.

1 1902

ECHO

$2495

A DIVISION OF TAN9Y CORPORATION

(Details about faucet
repairs, toilet-tank
troubles, noisy pipes and
clogged drains are contained in Andy Lant's
booklet, "Make Simple
Plumbing Repairs,"
which can be obtained by
sending 50 cents and a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Know-How,P.O. Box 477,
Huntington,NY 11743.)

l
bO
oz*t
y_______I
or cash refund,installation must be

SALE ENDS APRIL 30, 1982

TRS-80 Model III
Desktop Business
Computer

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
---fiAtifelftAtk STORE:COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

cutting head
• lightweight
10.5 lbs.
• ball bearing
construction

830 s' OFF REG. PRICE

r
We New Service
Ports After The SA -""""1-

PLAN

Many use cartridges that
require replacement
when there is a leak.
Removal in some is easy,
in others tricky. If uncertain, take down all the
necessary data about the
faucet, including its
brand name, and ask
your dealer to advise you
how to handle the problem.

Nastiest Air

-

FIRST FLOOR

different repair methods.

Summer's commg...
Sot NOT wedher!

Reg. $129.95
Most powerful
John Deere Lawn
and Garden Thictor
WS

l
tel
v./ A

on the GE Summer
Comfort Madine.

-160
GRASS TRIMMER

The 199 hp 400 is the
most powerful lawn and
garden tractor built by
John Deere Hydrostatic
. drive and 2-speed rear
• axe let you match speed
and power to the job Triple
function hydraulics tel you
control raising. lowering
• and tilting of implements
with just a touch of the
hand For close quarters
maneuvering, power
gtesting anClinc4v4Clua,1
rear-wheel brakes are
!
standard Stop in today for
a test drive

4.)

We bringgood things to life.

GENERAL* ELECTRIC

RandyWornton
Heating S Air Conditioning, Inc.
Soles & Service

802 Chestnut St.

753-8181

`4111111.10able •

41lik

•

4111,

Is AGE II TIP: MIK HA .h..I.EDGEN

TIRES.itermia). April IL IC

Bel Air Ctr,7534779
641 N.759-9995
Some Items Not Available At Bel Air Center

2.93
Dark Tanning

II

*8 Oz. bottle.
•Limit 2

3.47

Everyday Low Price
Ladies Sun & Fun Rompers
•100% Polyester and assorted fabric blends

Professions!

o

*8 Oz. bottle Taniri
'Limit 2

'Assorted styles in spring fashion colors
'Sizes S-M-L

SUPER
VALUE

Egg Art
'Assorted floral cartoon
characters and geometric
designs'No. 255CD

Everyday
Low Price

Everyday Low Price
Bunny 'n' Clyde
Real Milk Chocolate
•8.25 Ounce

Everyday
Low Price •
Jelly Bird Eggs
12 Ounce

1.96

What A Buy!
Empire
Plastic LawnmoiAper
'Durable ptastic with
click-click sound
*No. 2380

Everyday
Low Price
Marshmallow
Eggs 10 Oz.

3

Sale
Wal-Mart
Great Savings!
Kodak C110-24 Film

This Week's Wal-Mart
Super Shoe Special!

*Color print film 024 Exposure

vr, A
El

,
Big Yank
Gentleman's Jeans
•50/50 Poly/cotton
'Super stretch brushed
denim '3.4:32 Waist

.i Save Ul
:
!
.Fts
a.h
nryioli.uo
hi
1 from in

rfeg. 7,E
Save 1.96
- Girls Classic
Preppy Style Shoes

Sa%
Ste

•Two colors to choose from

*Comfortable & long wearing
1
2-4
'Girls sizes 12/
•Reg. 8.96

What A Buy!
Toddler Nylon
Lacy Anklets
100% Nylon *3 Pairs
1
2
•Asst. colors'Sizes 4-6/
'No. 11910

r

2.44

Everyday Low Once
SlenderallsPantyhose
'100% Nylon *Sizes

AB-CD-Queen
'Four colors

WAI:MART

•Ch
yel
gre
•Co
*No
•Rei

Ql

Save 2.00
Radio
Flyer Wagon
'Heavy-gauge steel
*Red 'Safe-T-design handle
& long lasting steel
construction *No.80
*Reg. 11.84

-WMAMI•T's•OVOMIIIM 10ICILUINIE POUCV '
Ill ow inainson
aim •••••astwarlasel ion In Nock Minv•ver.Ias to any adet•e•en mein.an '
illan is no
Marlwuas•flan amok en menet.far
racholed b Ow elle Ws.s
"saw or we i
*ow ntauceon•mos. We mann ma noslaaniftriese1510.
le NM ollaannan
• A ,•• VVal Mart Seas for Lass • W.ii M4r%VON

•M

—

,4
0.-404•00.40.4.4.4

1111.. %II 1114 %I.Ks.. 1.1410EN

—.4010

lity2

f,,, I ess • Wet Me, Sells ter Less•Wet Mart Sells tor Less• Wal Mart $ells tor Less • Wei Mars So

•

4,4

TANNING LOTION
4, H SUNSCREEN
FOR THE NATURAL
TAN OF THE

'

ols •

Norelco
Rotary Razor

Dit-,1101
/
4

ikitC1.1.04i W4.
Ao @kW Wt414/sIk
DOOM.

•Triple head electric
shaver
•No. HP1132

ISLANDS

sFttE\

Tide
Family
Size
"IC .

Reg.6.42
RCA Sportable
12" Black & White T.V.
•1Q0% Solid state chassis

Limit 2

*Deluxe walnutfinish
o One set VHF fine tuning .
•Fast warm-uppicture tube
. *No. AFR121W

5.97

•

No 2320

No. 232,fi.

miasma FREILSIVIERT
60month I

Iii

fløNLE

num

Battery performance characteristics rated a power
accoi rimy to Battery Council International stanaarcs
'iGroup 24Ci
Power

Reserve
Capacity

Nurioef
Plates

410 amps

112 minutes

66

Geld Cranking

Reg.53.88

44

pmeda V Five Year Maintenance
Free Auto Battery

Save 24%
Rubbermaid
Organizers

No 2329

'Almond color *Plastic
*Convenient storage for many
household items.Reg. 3.7
.

'Should never need water
under normal driving
conthtions

3.00

66

Your Choice

-

7.00

Save Up To 2.63
Fashion Handbags

—

odarioUt styles to choose
I horn in assorted colors
I
l handbags
• re-Feg. 7r63-9.63

Save 20%

Sterlite Stacking
sins or Baskets
*Chocolate, almond,
yellow. It. blue, mt._
green •Plastic
*Compact, versatile
*No. 1569, 1536
•Reg. 1.88 each

2,0,3

Murray
8 H.P. Rear
Engine Rider
•8 H.P. Briggg & Stratton'engine
•Electric start-alternator-headlight
•5 Speed transmission
•1 6' Rear tires
,
*30" Cut-mower deck
*No!2-30502x92 —

627.

Reg. 796.96..

.
t
i"
41
:1•,”•not voids to
,purchase Wei
.
w• 8011you• omit *pm al a cor.,

_4PVIArt sr.'s CO, LOSS • Wal Mitt SiF01% fii•

•

t

011%

I • Le•4 •0,84 TVIArt

Sells for Lees • W.I ••
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'Boys of Summer'need winter woolies in openers
By John Nelson
AP Sports Writer
The 1982 major league
baseball season, free of
any strike threat for the
first time in four years,
remaines literally under
a cloud that threatens to
turn the nation's pastime
into a winter sport.
Four of the 10 openers
scheduled for today were
postponed by the threat of
unseasonally cold
weather and snow.
Several other games
were endangered by a
cold snap that gripped the
nation.
The season began Monday afternoon in
Baltimore and Cincinnati. The Orioles defeated
Kansas City 13-5 and the
Reds succumbed by a 3-2
score to the Chicago Cubs
in a game shortened to
eight innings by rain.
"And they call us the
boys of summer?" Montreal pitcher Charlie Lea
asked rhetorically — and
a little incredulously —
Monday, not long before
the Expos' season opener
was postponed until

Wednesday because of
the prospect of a winter
storm warning in Pittsburgh.
Today's remaining National League openers
had San Francisco at Los
Angeles, the New York
Mets at Philadelphia, St.
Louis at Houston and
Atlanta at San Diego.
Snow and freezing
temperatures were in the
forecast for Philadelphia.
In the American
League, Toronto at
Detroit, Cleveland at
Milwaukee and Boston at
Chicago were postponed
until Wednesday by cold
weather. Snow already
had begun to fall in
Milwaukee Monday afternoon, and the Detroit and
Chicago forecasts called
for temperatures near
freezing.
Texas at New York and
Seattle at Minnesota also
were on the AL schedule.
The Twins' game was not
in jeopardy because of
the opening of the new
Hubert H. Humphrey
Metrod9me in Minneapolis, but •the New

York game faced the prospect of snow.
The biggest winners
Monday may have been
neither the Orioles nor
the Cubs, but rather major league umpires. In a
joint announcement with
baseball, the lawyer for
tke umpires' union,
Richie Phillips, said major league umpires had
signed a four-year contract that represented an
average salary increase
of 60 percent.
"The terms of this contract reflect recognition
of the contributions umpires make to this great
game," Phillips said in
New York.
Under the agreement,
top salary for an umpire
was increased from
$50,000 to $75,000. In addition, league presidents
now will have the right to
assign umpires to the
playoffs and World Series
on a merit basis rather
than on simple rotation.
"We have the best umpires and now we will
have the best of the best
working the special

events," Phillips said.
The umpires struck in
1979, the players
threatened to strike in
1980 and did walk out last
season.
On Monday, the Orioles
got the season off to a
sizzling start despite
temperatures in the
middle-40s. Eddie Murray hit a grand slam
homer and Cal Ripken,
Dan Ford and Gary
Roenicke added home

runs as Baltimore set Commissioner Bowie
opening-day records for Kuhn.
homers and runs.
Snow was forecast for
Frank White and the Cubs-Reds game, and
George Brett homered the temperature was 42
for Kansas City.
degrees.. at game-time.
"It's unbelievable," The snow held off, but the
Baltimore Manager Earl 51,864 at Riverfront
Weaver said. "We had a Stadium sat through rain
one-runner,a two-runner, delays of 46 and 51
a three-runner and a four- minutes before the game
runner."
was called after eight innThe game drew a ings.
regular-season record
crowd of 52,034, including
Keith Moreland and

Doug Bird pitched
Bump Wills, a couple of
newcomers to the Cubs, seven strong innings for
each homered, and Chicago, yielding five
Moreland singled in the hits and one run.
eventual winning run in
"It's not last year's
the eighth inning.
club," Wills said of the
Moreland was acquired rebuilding Cubs. "We've
from Philadelphia, where got new personnel, new
Cubs General Manager front office people, a new
Dallas Green and direction. I'm as excited
Manager Lee Elia spent as heck about hitting that
the previous season, and home run. It probably
Wills came over from was the highlight of my
major league career."
Texas.

Umpires
refuse
to strike

Southern Optical would like
to make the world
look better to you.
You can be confident in eyewearfrom Southern
. Optical because we won't take shortcuts when
it comes to.your eyes. In faot, we take extra
steps in grinding, polishing and testing your
lenses to convert your prescription into the
most comfortably fitting, accurate eyewear
available anywhere. And that could make a lot
of things look better to you.
For a free copy of our booklet, "Extra steps
to excellence," stop by 641 No. Olympic Plaza
or call 753-0422.
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MOST VALUABLE — Center Ricky Hood (left I
and guard-forward Glen Green ( right) shared the
Most Valuable Player Award for their performantes on the Murray State basketball team in
1981-82. The two juniors flank MSU head coach Ron
Greene during Monday's awards banquet.
Other award winners included Sammy Curran,

NEW YORK (AP) —
The only strikes the umps
will be calling this season
will be on the batters in
front of them.
Just a few hours before
the call of "Play ball!"
was heard Monday in
Baltimore and Cincinnati, the Major League
umpires' union and the
American and National
leagues agreed on a new
four-year contract which,
according to union attorney Richie Phillips,
"places umpires in the
top one percent of all
salaried employees in
this country."
The minimum annual
salary,' $18,000 under tbe
old contract, is now
$26,000 and the maximum, previously $50,000,
Howard Crittenden Free Throw Award; Hood,Dick
is $75,000.
Cunningham Rebounding Award; Brian Stewart,
The agreement also
Garrett Beshear Defensive Award; Green, Bennie
will permit the league
Purcell Assist Award; Walt Davis, Tom Moran
presidents — Lee MacMost Courageous Award; and Tom Adams,
Phail of the AL and Chub
Outstanding Scholar Athlete Award.
Feeney of the NL — to
assign umpires to the
playoffs and World Series
based on merit, rather
than the rotation system
used in recent years.
"We have the best umvictories. He's won . but ed, 'Why don't you win pires and now we will
twice in that period, only more?" Kite said.
have the best of the best
four times in an 11-yar
"I'm awfully tired of it. working the special
tour career.
I'm tired of hearing it. I events,"said Phillips.
. The sightly-built blond can recognize that it's a- Ale and the two league
.can't surpress a sigh legitimate question, but presidents reached the
agreement around
_when the inevitable ques- I'm tired of it."
tion comes up. There's a
sunrise Monday after a
He grinned ruefully.
hint of pain in his eyes.
"It would help if I had 12-hour bargaining ses-You have no idea, no an answer. But!don't."
sion and about 10 hours
one has any idea, how
The only answer, Kite before home plate umpire
often I'm asked that ques- suggested, is to nullify John Kilber threw Cincintion. How often I'm ask- the question, eliminate nati Manager John
the need for the question McNamara out of the
with more victories. A - Reds' rain-shortened 3-2
triumph in one of the ma- Opening Day loss to the
jors, one of the game's Chicago Cubs.
"In the first year,
Big Four events, would
Gotha
Shwas,Caster
salaries
will increase an
lay
the
question
to
rest.
Miry 6415. Remy
(// 4
"That's the next step, average of 40 percent,
Mar., Ti.,., 544. 1.4
,:eq_y• winning in the majors," and over the four years of
1144., Mon., Fri. 1.1
-.
Sim. 1.5
Kite said before a prac- the contract, the inWeigh Se.
‘‘). tice round over the famed creases average 60 perFro. April le
Augusta National Golf cent," Phillips said. "In
Club course, site of the some categories, the in0--;* 46th Masters which crease is more than 100
axias9
or!
percent over the term of
begins Thursday.
And Kite knows full the contract."
Phillips said an umpire
well he's capable of winning this revered title, a who made the first-year
victory that could con- minimum of $18,000 in
firm his position among 1981 will have a salary of
the game's current $26,000 this year and enleaders and lay to rest the joy increases to $28,000,
questions he can't $30,000 and $37,000 over
I
the life of the contract.
answer.
"It would mean a lot," And all umpires will enlaftlYN
he said. "Winning the joy significant gains in
Masters would mean a lot pension and insurance
benefits.
to anyone."

Nations
EASTI
A

y-Boston
y-Philacleh
New Jersel
Washingtoi
New York

1-Milwanki
Atlanta
Detroit
Indiana
Chicago
Cleveland
WESt

San Antaitir
Deaver
Houston
Kansas Ca)
Dallas
Utah

Golfer Kite lacks winning answer
AUGUSTA, Ga. ( AP) his last 35 starts, the 1981
— Tom Kite, over the Vardon Trophy for the
past year or so, has com- low stroke average on the
piled one of the outstan- tour, the 1981 Arnold
Palmer Trophy as the
ding records in golf.
It's the envy of his tour's leading moneypeers, his fellow touring winner.
But that record, inpros, who merely shake
their heads in awe when dicating a performance
of high level play that is
it's mentioned.
It is a remarkable unequalled in its con• record of consistency — sistence — has one defi. 25 finishes in the top 10 in ciency: a relative lack of
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EVERY YARD
OF FABRIC
•OUR
STORE
ON
SALE!
NOT ONE
YARD SOLD
AT
REGULAR
PRICE!

NOT JUST A FeN__
seuecTED FABRIC
MBAS ON SALE THA
MAY NOT FIT YOUR
PRESENT NMEM —
ARE SEI.I.ING EVERY
YARD OF FABRIC IN OUR
STORE AT 25% OFF OUR
REGULAR WIN PRICES.

On A.. New . .

1 2 GMAC Financing Available

25% OFF ALL
FABRICS
FOR EVERY
NEED
DRESS
SPORTSWEAR
CHILDRENS WEAN
FORMAL WEAR
MINI aBOYS
NIGHT WEAR
LOUNGE WEAR
DECORATIVE
UNIFORMS
CRAFT ITEMS
QUILTING
ETC. ETC.

assenger Art, 19

aft'
\

71111.4

Host CaIvert City
became the first victim of
the Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association Rowdies as the locals
initiated their season
with a 4-0 shutout.
The road trip officially
began the season for the
14-and-under boys'
squad. Today the
Rowdies were scheduled
to host their first game of
the season against

rut 6 ertPc 11 R. 1

visiting Hopkinsville
Academy.
In Sunday's opener
Scot Buttwell and Mark
West each scored a pair
of goals assisted by Jimmy Brannon, David Dill
and Tony Robinson.
Strong defensive play
by Robinson, Luke Harrington, Ken Mikulcik and
goalie Ben Yoo contributed to the team's
shutout.

I tiv Trotrit c And Vnns

Taylor Chevrolett Inc.
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Questfor Stanley Cup begins

Cornell returns to SIU Stars want respect in hockey playoffs
as cross country coach
After 15 years as Murray State track and cross
country coach Bill Cornell is finally returning to
his old stomping grounds.
Or, perhaps, running
grounds would be more
appropriate in this case.
Cornell was named
Monday as head cross
country coach and assistant track coach at
Southern Illinois
University-Carbondale.
Cornell, a native of
Chelmsford, Essex,
England, was graduated
from SIU in the mid
1960s.
Last year he was inducted into the Saluki
Sports Hall of Fame for
his performances as an
undergraduate and
graduate assistant in the
SIU track program.
Concerning the new
position at SIU, Cornell
said,"Coming back to the
alma mater and working
with my old coach (Lew
Hartzog) is too much to
turn down. I'm not sure
spring sports in the Ohio
Valley Conference is that
stable, and there was the
size of the school (8,000 at
Murray State to SIU's

earned him the SIU Most
Valuable Athlete of the
Year title.
During his years at
MSU, Cornell has
established a national
reputation for his programs.
Under his direction, 16
MSU athletes have earned All America status on
the Division I level, including four Olympians.

BILL CORNELL
23,000)."
As a miler and middledistance runner for the
Salukis, Cornell set
several school records
that still stand.
His outdoor 1,500 meter
time of 3:42.70 has never
been broken. He attained
All America status in the
mile (1962), 880-yard run
(1963) and the indoor
1,000-yard run (1965).
His performance as a
Saluki harrier in 1962

Cornell guided the
Racers to three OVC
cross country championships, seven second-place
finishes and four thirds.
Last fall was the most recent cross country championship by the Racer
program.
Cornell's appointment
will become effective July 1.
According to Hartzog,
who only recently
became the SIU athletic
director, Cornell was
hired "for a definite
reason."
"I'm nearing 60," Hartzog said at Monday's
press conference, "and I
feel the administration
would look favorably on
his (Cornell) succeeding
me."

BLOOMINGTON,
Minn. (AP) — The Minnesota North Stars could
not ask for more. Or
could they?
From Day One of the
National Hockey
League's regular season,
the North Stars were in
first place in the Norris
Division. That's also
where they ended up,
with a 37-23-20 record.
The team finished with 94
points, the most of any
North Stars team.
Never before had a
North Star accumulated
100 points. Two did it in
1981-82 — Bobby Smith
and Dino Ciccarelli. The
latter also became the
first Minnesota player to
score 50 goals. He got 55.
Smith and Ciccarelli
also led the North Stars'
power play, the best in
the NHL, with a leagueleading 20 goals each.
Neal Broten was a rookie
surprise, becoming the
NHL's highest scoring
U.S.-born player in a
single season.
So, as the North Stars
approach the first round
of playoffs Wednesday
night against Chicago,
what more could they ask
for?
A little respect, Coach
Glen Sonmor said. The

past two seasons, Minnesota finished third in
The Adams Division. The
team made it to the
Stanley Cup semifinals
two years ago and the
finals against the New
York Islanders last year.
"We talked about it at
the beginning of the
year," Sonmor said. "We
wanted to go into the
playoffs as a legitimate
contender for the Stanley
Cup.. I think we're right
on the fringe of that."
On the fringe. Higher
than last year — but not
quite.
"I think if you talk to
knowledgeable hockey
people, they would say all
16 teams could win," Sonmor said. "But for some
it would be a small
miracle. That's where we
were last year.
"We wanted to escape
that role and I think we

have. We had hoped to be
higher than we are but a
horrendous slump in the
middle of the season
prevented that...We are
much more legitimate
contenders than we were
a year ago. Ninety-four
points is respectable."

The other Norris Division playoff pits secondplace Winnipeg, the most
improved team in NHL
history, against St. Louis,
32-40-8. Winnipeg, 33-3314, was the worst team in
hockey last year with only 32 points. The Jets
finished with 80 this year.
In the Smythe Division,
Edmonton, with Wayne
Gretzky, faces Los
Angeles Wednesday. Edmonton, 48-17-15, won 48
games, second only to the
defending Stanley Cup
champion Islanders.
Fourth-place Los Angeles

is 24-41-15, the worst
record among playoff

teams.
Also in the Smythe,
Vancouver, 30-33-17,
meets Calgary,29-34-17,
The Patrick Division
winners, the Islanders,
take on Pittsburgh, 31-3613. The Islanders go into
the playoffs with the best
record in the NHL, 54-1610. Also meeting in the
Patrick Division are the
New York Rangers, 39-2714, and Philadelphia, 3831-11.
In the Adams Division,
first-place Montreal, 4617-17, plays host to
Quebec, 33-31-16, and
second-place Boston, 4327-10, faces Buffalo, 39-2615.
To obtain what it considers legitimacy this
year, Minnesota must
first take care of Chicago
in a five-game series.

Sonmor keeps m mind
that the BlaCk Hawks are
looking for one of those
"small miracles."
' "They're dangerous,"
he said. "They're in a
similar situation where
we were last year. We
had a disappointing
season. We came into the
playoffs trying to salvage
something by having a
very good playoff, and
that's what we did."
The North Stars have
,the Black Hawks, 30-3812, stamped clearly in
their minds, losing to
them 4-3 Sunday. Sonmor
was not thrilled with
Chicago's roughhouse
tactics and issued a warning for the playoffs.
"We'll take it right out
of the referee's hands and
then everyone will get
upset about the violence
in hockey. What other
recourse do we have?"
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Sports at a glance
• L.',

Pro basketball
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB
y-Boston50 16
114 —
y-Philadelptila 52 22
.703
6
New Jersey
39 30
Mt 194
Washington
37 37
.506 21
New York
22 42
.432 m
Central Division
1-Milwaukee
52 23
.693 —
Atlanta
37 37
.500 1444
Detroit
35 40
.447 17
Indiana
33 42
.4441 19
Chicago
29 45
.3112 2244
Cleveland
15 59
.203 3644
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pct. GB
San Antonio
4*
Deaver
43 31
561
or
Houston
43 32
.573
1
Kansas City
31 49
.347 16
31 $0 .333 19
Dallas
Utah
2/ 53
.234 2244
Pad Division
y-Los Angeles 51 24
.230 —
y-Seattle
411 31
.011
24
Phoenix
42 32
444
.561
Golden State
41 33
.554
Ph
Portland
37 37
.SO4 134
San Diego
16 M
.216 3414
x -clinched division title.
y-clinched playa/spots.

Hockey

Saturday's Gaines
Atlanta 106, Washington 101
Detroit 105, Indiana 102
Golden State 107, Dallas 102
Utah 123,San Diego 124
Saaday's Games
Boston 114, Chicago 112
Milwaukee 129, Indiana 115
Philadelphia 127, New York 106
Houston 95,San Antonio 93
New Jersey 114, Cleveland 100
Los Angeles122, Portland III
Seattle 140, Denver 116
Phoenix 104, Kansas City 45
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
New York at Atlanta
Cleveland at Washington
Boston at Milwaukee
Philadelphia at Chicago
Los Angeles at Houston
Dallas at Utah
Denver at Portland
Phoenix at Seattle
Golden State at San Diego
Wednesday's Games
Washington at Indiana
Philadelphia at New Jersey
Chicago at Cleveland
Atlanta at Detroit
Kansas City at San Antonio
Utah at Dallas
Denver at Golden State

National Hockey League
Playoffs At A Glance
Divisional Semifinals
Best of Five
Wednesday's Games
Buffalo at Boston
Pittsburgh at New York Islanders
Quebec at Montreal
Philadelphia at New York Rangers
Chicago at Minnesota
St Louis at Winnipeg
Los Angeles at Edmonton
Calgary at Vancouver
Thursday's Games
Buffalo at Boston
Pittsburgh at NY Islanders
Quebec at Montreal
Philadelphia at NY Rangers
Chicago at Minnesota
St Louts at Winnipeg
Los Angeles at Edmonton
Calgary at Vancouver
Saturday's Games
NY Rangers at Philadelphia
Montreal at Quebec
New York Islanders at Pittsburgh
Boston at Buffalo
Vancouver atCalgary

-

,
•

Golf

Murray High linksmen
fell to 1-1 on the year
when visiting Paducah
Tilghman slipped by 208210 in a dual match Monday at the Murray Country Club.
Tom Grimm led the
victors with his 34.
MHS individual scores
included Robert Billington and Greg Turner
both with 41s, John
Overbey, 42, John Furdom and Michael Boggess with 43s, and Russell
Garland, Hugh Houston
and Michael Muehleman
with 44s.
Competing as individuals were Calloway
County High School
golfers John Hassell, 41,
and Mark Waldrop,46.

Tennis
MQNTE CARLO,
Monaco (AP) —
Sweden's Bjorn Borg
moved into the second
round ,af the $300,000
Montej4ar10 Grand Prix
Tourn4nent with a 6-4, 63 tri ph over Spain's
Fern do Luna in a
match marking his first
tournament competition
in five months.

Only games scheduled
Wedsmiday's Ginn/
Toronto at Detroit
Cleveland at Milwaukee
Kansas City at Baltimore,
Seattle at Mimasells,(a)
California aCreklasit(n
&Ay gameslieliedaled

Sunday, April II
New York Rangers at Philadelphia, if
necessary
Boston at Buffalo, if necessary
Montreal at Quebec, if necessary
New York Islanders at Pittsburgh, if
necessary
Minnesota at Chicago, if necessary
Winnipeg at St.Louis, if necessary
Vancouver at Calgary, if necessary
Monday. Aprd 13
Edmonton at Los Angeles, IBA, if
necessary
Tuesday, April 13
Buffalo at Boston, if necessary
Quebec at Montreal, if necessary
Pittsburgh at New York Islanders, if
necessary
Chicago at Minnesota, if necessary
Philadelphia at New York Rangers, if
necessary
St Louis at Winnipeg, if necessary
Los Angeles at Edmonton, if
necessary
•
Calgary at Vancouver, if necessary

Rabbit Raisers rip
We Need You.

Pro baseball
Baseball At A Glance
MIIIRICAN LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
I
Baltimore
1.000 —
,...)ston
0
MO
it
Cleveland
IIII 44
Detroit
.168
41
•
Milwaukee ---167
%
New York
S
066
11*
44
Toronto
0'
NO
Wasters DION=
California
I
.100
Chicago
I:
.1011 —
Minnesota
I
III —
Oakland
0
.NO —
Seattle
41
.8111 —
Texas
I
11111 —
44
Kansas City
0
.101
Monday'.GUMMI
Baltimore 13, Kansas City 5
Only game scheduled.
Tuesday's Games
Toronto at Detroit, ppd cold
Teim (Tanana 4-10) at New York
(Guidry 114)
Boston (Torres 10-31 at Chicago
(Burns 1114)
Cleveland at Milwaukee, ppd ,cold
Seattle (Bannister Oa) at Minnesota
(Redfern 41),(a)
California (K.Forsch 11-7) at Oakland
(Langford 12-I6),(n)

Minnesota at Chicago
Winnipeg at St.Louis
Edmonton at Los Angeles

EW GROWERS NEEDED NOW

I

I

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Casters Division
W L Pet. GB
I me —
Chicago
1
0
NO
%
Montreal
0
%
New York
0
ih
Philadelphia
III
0
001
%
Pittsburgh
0
Ve
St. Louis
Western Melaka
0
.100
Atlanta
I
.seo
Houston
0
.656
Los Angeles
0
.065
San Diego
.050 —
San Francisco
0
44
t
Cincinnati
0
.16111
Mustisy's Games
Chicago:, Cincinnati 2,0 innings, rain
Only game scheduled.
Tuaiday's Games
Montreal(Rogers 124) at Pittsburgh
(Rhode,,9-4)
San Francisco (Holland 74 or Gale if at Los Angeles(Reuss 10-4
New York (Zachry 7-14) at
Philadelphia (Carlton 13-4)
St. Louis ( B.Forsch 14-2) at Houston
(Ryan 114)
Atlanta :Mahler 1-11 at San Diego
lEichefberger 641
Only games scheduled.
Watoesdsy's
Atlanta at San Diego
New York st Philadelphia
Chicago at Cincinnati
St.l.ouis at Houston
San Francisco at Loa Angeles

Contracts Available

__IcadJINIT_EDRIan assures you-top,
profits. Write or Call about this
great opportunity.

--

a
06

•

NAME

SALE
SALE PINCE

RI

P11510113

Pies FIT.
Me trek
nestled.

P115731114
P19175114 lb
120573214 07
.00
,*
, /11575112
•
12357511

2,04
L
2.11
2_71

ere.
•eke
41.*&•mAy.

PRICE

PHONE
AGE

elksaatik. 1.73 ,

• All season tread design for
traction in mud and snow, plus
quiet highway ride
• Gas-saving radial construction
• Over 10,000 gripping edgesfor traction

Men's & Women's

Jeans
All Sizes Only'8"

Keeps its feet
SALE
PRICED! even in the rain
CUSTOM
POLYSTEEL RADIAL

95

-$43

Ile Ms
WOW

Pii11580512
Illockwall Phis 1.39 F.E.T.

2.14

111 Poplar

•

Murray

pecE

awl

Size
P17570113
e52311111, pius 2.. vi C'
tr a0e neeleP

'HUME 1.111 1

le iliiiti1'lIT1ITTIEI1
iitil i ES Eirriirfl

IFIrilltAl

UI

• Wet-weather dependability
Shoulder-to-shoulder traction
• The strength and stability of steel
cord belts
• Ride-smoothing polyester cord .
body,.

13" Hwy Whitewall 19.50
14" Hwy Whitewall 22.50
15" Hwy Whitewall 25.50

RETREADS FULLY
WARRANTED4

BRAKE SERVICE
Your Choice

$7700

ENGINE TUNE-UP

12 mo. Warranty

$4

*LP!IIIIMME IPACII SUMS
0 Check elecOonoc ve.or
0
•
,
„.
ind slarfing aed eharg,

re.
441.C. M..PSC
gods /led (.080 MOB •
Aesurlare Iwon. Asenn • 4.461 *we
0/4
*IIMP..• .41141
aukt SM.. •

""*"., • 'no**
roIor • Sat le ,e
415.
CCP4.4.eded lorm,• Athust
4-ryL
an
wa..(1. wever:w;"b"""
49.00
11-cyl. •.1-11'

COMPUTERIZED
WHEEL BALANCING
$550

m tom
•enee.t. Mule
ps•••••••••• New ean=
...I. • flowelere Orts.• •
my.. • 4
,
44<,
nu.11

HuRiffl SALE ENDS
APRIL 7

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT

4

PER WHEEL

Reduced
vibration
Balanced wheels
smooth your ride.
help promote long.
even treadwear

RUDOLPH TIRES AND ALIGNMENT

UNBOLT LTD

00

Plus PET SALE

PROi
TIP*
800s T

PROTECT MOVING PARTS

LUBE & OIL
CHANGEIL FILTER

'10"

y

F Font wheel trive
aid Ctesettes esti
• Inspect aii tow tires • Set
Caste canter at toe in to No'
W1 alignment • Inspect wept
9011 and Memo srleire • Nast
S cars some warts

Just Say 'Charge It'...Low Monthly Payments
Open Everyday

• Road-hugging tread
• Grnooth-nd ing polyester cord
body
• Goodyear 5 best-selling bras
ply tire

2.11

• Fuel-saving radial ply construction
• For all season year round service
• Tough steel belts for long tire life
• For cars with front or rear wheel
drive

SINGLE

Only

PRICE

susiol.
1110-12 151
,cm Tts 1.61
ra

ARRIVA RADIAL

sau _ -

PAW FET.
s ttaft
Nassist

PIN FIT.
Ns trate

Size

P16575513
Mos 1.62

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE
Blackmail
Size

$280°

(

GREAT VALUE!

'
1 47
PIA1711LLI,
.45
1.74
Pl7SAARI

Women's Spring
Line of Pants
in Khaki
All Sizes
$11 0°°

Murray's newest Goodyear
Dealer! loin the celebration,
Sale Prices now through April 1, 1982

POWER STREAK 78

$482°

1.91

.

6-Rib Polyester

TIEMPO

-aide/11.

P10511813

Just Finished

n..
cy..•?‘•

SALE PRICED!

111 The Original
• All Season Radial

-1.51--47-111

ADDRESS
CITY

Better see the new —very
rehabie A 8 Dice 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all 01 tee -yew
wanted features of machines costing SO% more
-- including the versatinty
to maim II a 17 copes
Copy both sates and use
most any kind of paper including overhead transparencies and Mews
Call tril today

KIN
N
AWN*
WiliN0111
*IF
Wawa

web

rltr-er

Gentlemen: I am interested in United Ranching
for profit. Send me complete information of
Facts, Figures and Potential of United Ranching.
(Adults only.)

MARRIED
OCCUPATION

ISSEIM281

Even its footprint tells you
it's different

UNITED FUR BROKERS
5710 Kingston Pike, Suite 4
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919
615/584-4109

Copier on
the blink?

116 NORTH 7T11
MAYFIELD
247-5912

Free Calculator
Purchase
the
with
lives
New
4
of

31

721 S. 12th St.
Directly
11, Across From
Big John

Inc!udes up to five
Quarts maw brand
oil
Oil Fitter Included
• Chassis lubrication and Oil change
• Includes light trucks
• Please call for appointment

• ;-

•

Of
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"FAMILY SUNFEST"
boes

04'41

•,-

NOTHING TO BUY
ADULTS ONLY

Vacations for Two to ORLAND
INCLUDES: 4 DAYS-3 N HIS Al RAMADA
est •
INN DISNEY WORLD (T
OICE
D
Ramada)•R
CAR • TWO
OF LIMOU
ISNEY WORLD•
DAYS ENT
ATTRACTIONS INSIDE.
16 PASSES

Thv Home of_

DISNEY
WORLD

12 OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (One FREE Tour) Kennedy Space Center•Cypress Gardens•Stars Hall of Fame, etc.

Three FREE Vacations For 2 (Week-end)
at the Ramada Inn East, Hurstbourne Lane, Louisville, Ky.
Includes: Candlelight dinner for two in the brand new "Cristy's".• Sunday
brunch for two • Use of all the Florida forum facilities surrounded by the
lavish tropical landscaping,(including diving pool,kiddie pool, therapy pool,
sauna room,game room)• All taxes and gratuities • Friday evening thru
checkout time Sunday *Children under 18 free (when sharing room with
parents).

S

$500 in "Sunshine" Merchants Certificates
TO BE SPENT WITH PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS
10

+di

$200 "Tropical" Savings Certificates
At

Peoples Bank & Bank of Murray
OFFICIAL ."FAhillY SUNFEST". RULES

Clip and deposit
at any of the
participating
businesses.

•41

BE A WINNER!
Regi5ter at the businesses shown on the following pages

I. YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as often as
you wish, the areas participating business's di.-playing the FAMILY SUNKEST banner. Clearly
print your name, address and phone number on
the "YOUR CHANCE" provided by each partici.
poting business and tins Newspaper.
2 NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You must be an
adult. Entries ore limited to one per adult - per.
visa_ Employees of this Newspaper ore not
eligible to play_
3 ENTER OIFTEN. There. wiH be one or mons win
ners each week. The odds of winning depend
on the number of entries. Since this program
•
is strictly local in nature, the odds Of! TO,
favorable than a comparable Seci4wid• or Na
tionwide program.
4. EACH ENTRY must be an the "YOUR CHANCE"
REGISTRATION as provided, and must be legibly
written or hand printed. Machine duplication
or mechanically reproduced entries will be de
rimed void.
S THERE WILL N RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
WEEK 0107111cPROGRAM.
(Al tech.week SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CERTVICATES will be gnien away (Total of
$50000 for Mrs Program) All winners
must redeem this ciirrificale no later than
7 days alter the official end of this Pro
gram

(S) IN ADDITION, FLORIDA. VACATION WINNE'S will be selected-from drawings sharing lost ',reek of the program. (All winners must use these vocations within 3
months after the end of the Program.)
(C) THREE VACATIONS FOR TWO (2); to
Ramada Inn East, Hurstbourne lane,
Louisville, Ky.
Includes Candlelight dinner for two in
the brand new "Christy's." Sunday brunch
Ion two. Use of oIl of the Florida forum
facilities surrounded by the lavish tropical
landscaping, (including diving pool, kiddie pool, therapy powl, sauna room, game
room) All tortes and gratuities. Friday
evening thew checkout rinse Sunday. Children under III free (when shoring room
with parehts). These prises will be givers
away at intervals during program.
OH IN ADDITION THE WINNERS Of THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selected from
fkowings the.Sit gild 10th weeks.
6 NO SURIST1TUTTON OP M111I1 ALLOWED. Un
claimed prizes will not be oururded. All entries
become the property of this Newspaper and
none will be returned.
7 Som. Travel. Dotes orid Vocations to Disney
World Not Available
8 Sonm Dotes on %Yowl end Varntions Not Avail
obis

• AU WINNERS WILL ME USTI° IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK
• AU WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE OPNCII OP THIS NEWSPAPER NO
TAM THAN 4 DAy• AFTER THE EUELICATION Of MEM RESPECTIVE NAIVE All MIXES ARE POI
WINNERS MILT MET ARE NOT TITANSIVEAKEI
• ININIONIS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE MSS PRIZES VIVIEN THE TIM SPECIFIND.

YOU'LL ilND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNERS!

-•

•*Montt., Of a.,portst4eu4ny busiinstos 4swsS•011400 remiaang

pulps es mons(

Navel: its you I.l,e No porches,* nocessaty Is win You mutt bet IS yaws of
tilelt.1 In wen

7

OW Of

will
• WINNEITS ARE NOT NOTIFIED INinni•v4
In Airtames w•Nrraw-nawt- 4,4a44...-04wy-wwit—Yon-IMPA-10,5•414/40-0114-PIP01.,Oftell
If you ow to Vrentsnr your mime• anti atititiost will
10 !OA out if 'you limo. wan
isottepor
I you hitivr four flays to notify Nov i
apisrar it lk. Othill•tfiSf•IO,•11,

"Iv

Ipt

tf,
t,,, 4

V."
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Large Assortment Of
Genuine 24 Kt. Gold Dipped

Leaf Pendants
8.arrings
Sea Shy

'295

36 Di ferent Styles

LadiO 7 Diamond Clusters

1932

SI,t()Q
For Your e41

Ct. Reg 5250

s1

Men's Basic Jeans

Crafts
See...

Straight Leg
eaot Cut
ar & Oq PHI

Fashion Jeans
Ladies Blouses &
Men's Shirts

Reg. 512,500 Sole Price S5495

All Wedding Bands
01
& Wedding Sets Dipiimer
Ti fluids
Puttl
312 N. 816
153-3140

Price

14 Kt. Gold Chains

18-'1695

1

All Other 14 Kt. Gold
Chains, Diamonds
& Stone Rings
1 / 2 Price

08 ivernc.
Wholesale Jewelers

$700
$500
$5009

tame, & Men s

Ladies 2 Ct. Solitare Ring

1 /2

When That's It
Levis
Has A Sale, It's
A Sale!

Spring
Hobbies

25
1, Ct Reg 5437'248"
1 Ct Reg. 5875 548750
14

@Southern States

tad es 8

slt..

:
;••••"'21k
..• .

Sherts

'
4
• ,•c,••

C

ff

Jackets

leavterrY

Slacks $ 1 000
Off

25 0/
That's It Levis

c‘ID1'1 i

ARTS & CRAFTS THAT ARE
HAND PIC'D FOR YOU

Dixieland Shopping
Center
753-0859

Blouses
& Shorts

This message is primarily for those of
yea...who have and Want beautify'
lawns and vegetable gardens.
We haves complete line of seeds bulk and pacjiaged, which you have
been accustomed,for 36 years:
We also have plants. For Garden.
complete line of °Ms° and Unko spray
for insects and diseases. We have proper sprayers and fertilizers.
Home Orchard • trees, Stork Bros.
fruit trees to replace or add to yours.
Complete line of orchard sprays for your
needs around the home. Proper lawn
seeds and correct fertilizers and sprays
to keep a beautiful lawn.
Sprays to get rid of dandelions, wild
onions - such as Ortho chemical weed
bar, fleas and other insects. We also
have chemical: to kill termites.
For all your chemical needs, fertilizer
and form supplies see Southern States.
This message is from management,
staff and your cooperative.
Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer

„

753-1423
Industrial Rd.

01 on • Moo 753-7113

A

Full American Lunch
Menu & Weekday
Chinese Special

$2.95
Monday
Soup and Egg Roll, Sweet and
Sour Pork, Fried Chicken
Wings, Steam Rice and Hot
Teo.

TAX-DEFERRED

Wednesday

START TODAY-EVERY WAGE EARNER IS ELIGIBLE

i

Soup and Egg Roll, Pork
Chop.. Suey, Almond
Chickeg4 Steam Rice and
Hot Tea.
Friday.
.
Soup and Egg Roll, Beef Chop
Suey, Cunny Chicken, Steam
Rice and Hot Tea.

-row' Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Mum Of
Trip Ti Louisville
Clarks Croft
lox S303 Mort Null
767-2723

Mordents
Wisner Of
Trip Ti looisvillo
Famostic Sons

Thu Osborn Family

LOST 217
POUNDS
AT
DIET
CENTER!

dm=

SAVE
$$$$$$$$

all across the United States and Canada see
19 their cwwwalght pationts to Dun Cantor Our
program moots or sixossids Ifo US RDAS and adheres to
th• 7 U S Dullitry Guidelines

=:::7

You will loos weight quickly, safely and noturo4ly
without Monogr. roirrvOuOn•OS Or 10os Of Orliegy And
through our comprehensive nutnion education and
behavior modification prOprOm, youll learn how to flop
it Off

10%
OFF

6 Oz. Sirloin Steak
Soup & Salad Bar
$359

YOU CAN DO IT TOO!

(MAW PLAZA,
ASININAT, 753-0542

Lose 17 to 25 pounds in nist 6 weeks! And we'll teach
. you how to keep it off, for good!

753-0020
"The
Village"
641K
Murray, Ky.

1W:

Ma

Push typo mower features Briggs I
Stratton 340 engine. Fatty battled
deck hes4cutting heights.r wheels.
Sagging ettaohntent available.
461-3002

•

753-4488
(LOCATED IN THE HOLIDAY INN)
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH MURRAY

Mon.-Thurs.
Special

el•

20"Laws Mower

Low Calorie
Two Egg-ROSS, Tossed Salad,
Vegetables, Hot Teo.

Free Ileageet Facilities

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS BRING IN A
COPY OF YOUR CHURCH BULLETIN end
wel give yes 10,eff esty heir care
woke. We went you to discover the
ernity, service, correeience sod
voles at Fantastic Sams. WHERE YOU
NEVER NMI AN APPOINTMENT.

Chair 2 thillon mum. women and children hest lost
wanght and have Named how to keep it off at Dor Corner
Our codified sound:Mors have the knowledge and Ma
honest down to hots you pot slim and Nay Mat way,

Thursday
Soup and Egg Roll, Beef Chow
Mein, Chicken Chop Sim,
Steam Rice and Hot Teo.

SIRLOIN STOCICADE

ANY HAIR
CARE SERVICE
DIETERS AGREE ...

Tuasdiey
Soup and Egg Roll, Pork Chop
Suey, Almond Chicken, Steam
Rice and Hot Tea.

7 DAYS A WEEK
BREAKFAST 6 AM - 11 AM
LUNCH 11 AM - 2 PM
DINNER 4.PM - 10 PM

Member FDIC

DIET
CENTER®

Murray, Ky.

RESTAURANT

Individual Retirement Account

1111

•

Weekend Special
Fri., Sat., Sun.

2 For 1 Price
8 Oz.Steak and Stuff or
8 Oz.Steak and Mushrooms
Soup & Salad Bar
$699

2419 N.C. MINN DRIVE,
PADUCAH, 442-4304

Make Your Own
Self-Serve Cone

.
GFaktaStic
the original Family Hairctitte

10`

get faceless tosstto coast. mid ow war peel

9

Sun.-Thurs. 11-9
Fri. sod Sot. 11-10
S. 1 2th

'

7534440

••
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OBITUARIES

There's Still Time

Heath's rites scheduled

To Think
About
1981
Tax
Advantage
For Details Contact...

PEOPLES/BANK
('
MURRAY

KY.

Member FDIC
Winner
SSO Sunshine
Dealers
Hama G. Gish
1520 Lendee Dr.
753-4900

753-3231

Services for Mike
Heath, 80, Fox Meadows,
will be Wednesday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
John Dale will officiate
and Jerry Bolls will
directthe singing.
Burial will follow in
Coles Camp Ground
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home.
Mr. Heath died Sunday
at 3:40 a.m. at Westview
Nursing Home. He was a
retired employee of

Truck bill discussed

.

Helmer's rites Wednesday

Services for Jo ha,--...Hest was retired from
Hydrs Mfg. Co., Detroit,
and a member of Helmer will be Wednes- Fire Department at
Highland Park, Mich., day at noon at St. Leo's Evansville, Ind. Born
Lodge No. 468 Free and Catholic Church, Murray, Jan. 19, 1911, he was the
where he was a member. son of the late John
Accepted Masons.
The Rev. Benjamin Helmer and Agatha
Born Feb. 13, 1902, in Luther and the Rev. Mar- Dilger Helmer.
Stewart County, Tenn., tin Mattingly will ofSurvivors include his
he was the son of the late ficiate. Burial will follow wife, Maude Minton
James Henry Heath and in Marshall County Helmer; three daughters,
Ida Moore Heath.
Sister Madonna Helmer,
Memory Gaedens.
Ferdinand, Ind., Judith
In addition to survivors
Friends may call at
named Monday there are Collier Funeral Home, Rose Debes and Mary
four grandchildren, Benton, where the Brenner, Evansville,
Larry Michael, Lorrie Rosary will be said at 7 Ind.; a son, John Antone
Helmer.
Ann, Glenn Michael and p.m. tonight.
Also surviving are two
Theresia Lynn Heath.
Mr. Helmer, Rt. 5, Ben- sisters, Mary Zenthoefer,
ton, Jonathan Creek Fort Branch, Ind., and
area, died Monday at 9:30 Mildred Romans, Jasper,
and the Rev. John T. a.m. at Western Baptist Ind.; eight grandSheppard will officiate. Hospital, Paducah.
children.
Oneida White will be
organist and soloist.

Hershell Key dies Monday
Hershell Key, 63, died
Monday at 5:50 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He had been a
patient at Westview Nursing Home for several
years.
Mr. Key was a member
of Hazel Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 13, 1918, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Leroy
Key and Ella Mathis Key.
He is survived by a
sister, Mrs. Lodell
Bedwell, Benton, and
several nieces and
nephews.
Services will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Max Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. James T. Garland

Rudolph services at church

Pallbearers will be
Services for David
Donald Mobley, David
Rudolph, 24, Rt. 1,
Wayne
Myers, Jerry Bedwell
and Melton Lassiter. Dexter, were today at 2
Burial will follow in Oak p.m. at Palestine United
Grove Cemetery in Henry Methodist Church. The
Rev. Paul Bogard and the
County, Tenn.
Rev. Don Faulkner ofFriends may call at
ficiated. Music was by
funeral home.
Warren Singers.
The family requests
Active pallbearers
that any expressions of were members of Marine
sympathy take the form Reserve Unit,
of contributions to the Ar- Evansville, Ind.
thritis Foundation,
Honorary pallbearers
Frances Thompson, were Larry Lilly, Glen
treasurer of local fund, Cossey, David Thorne,
Bank of Murray, Murray, Marty Story, Gary Lilly,
Ky.
Robby Parrish, Johnny

Don Cossey, Mike Brandon, Kim Grogan, Bobby
Hill, Marc Darnell, Mike
Howard, Randy Hill,
Donnie Rudolph, Joe
Futrell, Randy Lee,
Roger Parrish, David
Burkeen and Jerry
Tucker.
Burial followed in
Palestine Cemetery with
arrangements by
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral home.
Mr. Rudolph died Sunday at 9:15 a.rtilfr!at.
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

i*4

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
AP) — If the Legislature
passes a bill allowing
heavier loads for small
coal trucks, Transportation Commissioner
Robert Farris says he
will urge Gov. Lamar
Alexander to veto it.
Farris made the comment Monday while
speaking to about 150
coal-industry representatives at a coal promotion seminar sponsored by the Tennessee
Energy Authority, a state
agency, and the U.S.
Commerce Department.
The state commissioner told coal producers
that overloaded trucks
are destroying the
highway system vital to
their industry.
"We're sitting on a ticking time bomb," Farris
said. "You cannot
operate without an adequate road system and
your road system is falling apart."
Farris said there are
1,027 miles of roads in 19
Tennessee counties which
are frequented by coalhaulers. About 730 miles
of that roadway, including 101 bridges, are
in poor condition, he said.
About $221 million is
needed to bring those
roads and bridges up to
"adequate" condition, he
said.
"I need your support to
ensure that we're hauling

legal load limits," he
said, "and I'm going to
challenge you to share in
the costs," be said.
Farris said, however,
he had no specific proposals for raising
highway-repair money
from the coal industry. A
tax on coal now provides
only about $1.3 million a
year for road repairs, he
said.
"I have no proposals,"
he told a reporter. "I'm
just pointing out the problem. And the short-term
problem is to get
overloaded trucks off the
road."
The bill Farris criticized would raise the 52,000pound weight limit on
three-axle trucks carrying natural resources, including coal, to 73,280
pounds.

Stock market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Amencin hf Mors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
GAF
General Dynamki
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heublein
IB M
Jenco
Kmart
Penvaft
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US lobacco
Wendy's

-3.43
'35 +
3% Oat
a% +Vs
55 +Vs
4% Rae
35% +16
21% sac
1316 -%
.34% -Vs
41% +Vs
in -46
19% -%
35% -I
31% +%
a% +14
11% -44
11111 3116A
11% -16
Wris -%
Name
11% -%
45% -16
15% -16
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Outdoor furniture as comfortable
as all indoors.
Samsonite designed this sleek Body Glove collection to sit as comfortable as your
indoor furniture. The Super-luffTM slings fit your body like a glove and their open weave
allows cool-air-flow ventilation. You'll enjoy years of luxurious comfort.
• Strong, welded tubular frames
• Washable materials
• Rust-resistant Samson-Gards finish • No-Hands'y self-adjusting chaise lounge
• Cool-as-a-breeze Super-Tuffrm slings. • Contemporary decorator colors

"SarvIng Murray for 17 Years"
P-

CARROLL
•
•
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•
•
•
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Winner Of
Trip To
Louisville
Aileen Frontke
723 Riley Ct.
753-0064

TIRE & WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
• Infa-Red Wheel Alignment
• Computerized Wheel Balancing

•
•

1105 POGUE

_

2025. 5th

753-4872

Celebrate Easter
With Flowers

For Garden
5 Lb.
Seven
Dust

1..59

We Have Easter Lillies, Blooming Potted
Plants, Fresh Cut Easter Arrangements And
Corsages - Fresh & Silk

Bulk Garden Seed
Rex 21% Dog Food
hg.
Now in

for

$1200
.

High Protein Purina

099
Buchanan Feed

SO Lb. kg

. CZ.

1.

N

609 1/2S.4t1,
753-9514
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753-1489

Owner
Sharily•
Wisehint

HIS

Murray, Ky.

$1

7534378

Industrial Rd.

clIF400
.P•:

Murray,Iv,

•
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CUT OUT FOR SAVINGS

CUT OUT FOR SAVINGS

SAVE $1.00 SAVE $1.00

CUT OUT FOR SAVINGS

CUT OUT FOR SAVINGS

SAVE 50C

SAVE $1.00

500 mg 100s
Revco's low, everyday II
discount price $1.99 I
YOU PAY

II Revco's low, everyday
I discount price $5.99

i Revlon Fragrances

!YOU t499
!PAY 11.

$149

.

•
1 WITH THIS COUPON
1

Scoundrel, Jontue or
Charlie Any Size

LIMILONE PER COUPON
Offer good thru 4118182 at
Dartropating Revco stores only -

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Offer good thru 4118/8241
particrpating Revco stores only. -

•

1111.1.1.1=1.16.11.11.1.1111.11.1
11110
.

11 1./
".1.

Vitamin E

•
111

gAVE

Revco
Vitamin E

Revco
Aspirin

400 IU. 100's Capsules
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $3.59
I
•
YOU PAY
•
•

100's 5-grain
Revco's low, everyday
discount price 59c
I
I
YOU PAY

"
$2
WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON I
LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Offer good thru 4118182 .1

a OUT FORSAVINGS
I

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Otter good thru 4118/82 at
Part,c,pattng Revco stores Dnly

111

partic,pating Revc,, stores only

ji

I
‘411
I
I

111

.•
39'
I
I
WITH THIS COUPON I

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Otter, good thru 4118/82.1
crarf,c,pating Revcoonly
Stores oy

I

We're Bloomin"with savings!
--YOUR
RENICO
HOTOFINISHING
P
HEADQUAgTERS
SECOND

REVCO FOR
LOW PRICES ON
PRESCRIPTIONS
AMERICA'S LARGEST DRUG CHAIN

SPRINT

Revco
IIIM i0 two
BlincrYOUt
rder
developed end ood.
on the r
to be
every shot cost lust
prints oi
will
second print
The
St each.

Cutex Nail
Polish
Remover

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS

12 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

ClOSCLUD AI
Close-Up Toothpaste

9

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Loreal
Ultra Rich
Shampoo Or
Conditioner

LCE,,C-ch

Asst. 16 fl. oz.
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price S1.00ea.
Less $1.00
AA
Mfr. Rebate —)1.UU
Pick up mail-in pebate forms at
FREE
any Bevco Disclount Drug Center

Ecotrin
$1.00
—$1.00
FREE

•
.1Cr,

1.1.01v
(140,CAC

FI=L
OW.CM•

65 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$
I99
$149

Send in 3 Wrappers
With Mail-in
Rebate—You
Receive $2.00.
Pick up mail-in
rebate forms at any
Revco Discount
Drug Center.

Panned
Marshmallow
Pigeon Eggs
10 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

89

C

Reese's
Peanut
Butter
Eggs

Nature's
Natural
Cocoa Butter
Soap

701,401

5 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

COCOA
BuTTER
SOAP

41$100

Handle
With Care

Easter
Basket Filled

6 pack
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Arthritis
.
analgesic, 36's
Revco's'low, everyday
discount price,
Less $1.00
Mfr. Rebate
Pick up mail-in rebate forms at
any Revco Discount Drug Center

Ann &
Hammer
Heavy Duty
Detergent

Solid Milk
Chocolate
Rabbit

1.85 oz.
Fruit & Nut, Almond Or
Milk Chocolate
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

8.2 oz.

Ask about generic
drugs for
extra
savings
and value.

HOPPING GOOD SAVINGS ON EASTER TREATS!

3 fl oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

8 fl. oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Small
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

99

129 *
$

$2

finesse
Conditioner
7 fl. oz.
Regular, or Extra Body
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Polident
Tablets

Mt/MATING
fORiltil

60's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Jelly
Beans

Easter
Grass

16soz. Fruit or spice
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Asst. Colors 2 oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Paas Egg
Dye Kit
Revco's low, everyday
discount price
•

.Pink 16's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$179

Revco reserves the right to limit quantities.
lterni available while quantities last.

_•

Craw

MURRAY

theft
you can
•
COPYRIGHT'

LAWS

1982 BY REVCO DA., INC.

*"%.1. •"
14

••

•

•

Insurance
claims

Available at all Revco Discount Drug Centers including:

you
need all

I

I
5/8• me m im m in me miIN im m um so•

.
1 on El aim Near.No

'ng Center • 753-8304-

I

REVCO ACCEPTS
1
ALL THIRD PARTY
INSURANCE CLAIMS
including Medicaid and
all private insurance.

1.•
'1. 7

•

,•

• •
.F.

•

•
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I Journalism workshop planned

Churches list week's services

Church. Services will be munion service; the Rev. This year all of ;he
Jim Stubbs, associate disciples will be in
at 7 p.m. each evening.
Joe Green of Benton I minister of First United costume for the service,
will speak Wednesday.) Methodist Church, Fri- according to the pastor,
. Dr. David C. Roos.
The pastor, the Rev day.
Jehovah's
Julian Warren, will c Presbyterian
Witnesses
duct a special commuFirst Presbyterian
Murray congregation
nion service on Maundy Church will have a
Thursday. Chester ,potluck supper at 6 p.m. of Jehovah's Witnesses
Reeder will speak at ser- Thursday. Maundy will join nearly 44,000
vice on Friday. Special Thursday services will other congregations
music also will be foltow with the pastor, the worldwide in annual
celebration of Christ's
featured.
Rev. R. E. Rabatin,
death at 7:30 p.m. ThursDexter-Hardin
directing.
day at Kingdom Hall,
The Rev. Calvin Clark
First Christian
located on Utterbach
of Crutchfield will be
Maundy Thursday and Road.
speaker at pre-easter
Garvin R. Doran,
revival services at Office of Tenebrae SerDexter-Hardin United vice will be at 8 p.m. at minister, said no collecMethodist Church Thurs- First Christian Church. tions will be Utken.
day,Friday and Saturday Hospital lists
births, dismissals
at 7 p.m.
3-29-82
Mayfield, Norma Capps
The pastor, the Rev.
Newborn Admissions
and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
Eulas Greer, said sunrise
Julie Holmes and Baby Paris, Tenn., William
services will be Sunday at
Girl, Rt. 3, Mayfield.
Guy McCuiiton, 1704 Col5:30 a.m.
Lencki, Baby Girl lege Farm Rd., Larry
_South Pleasant
(Sheila), 1904 Green- Dan Darnell, Rt. 1, FarmSouth Pleasant Grove
briar, Murray, Ky.
ington, Bradley T. West,
United Methodist Church
Dismissals
Rt. 1, Hardin.
will have pre-easter
Eyvonne R. Brandon
Christina F. Adesanya,
revival services Wednesand Baby Girl, Rt. 4, Linday, Thursday and Fri- da G. Cox and Baby Boy, 906 College Cts., Willie NV.
Joseph, Rt. 1, Kirksev.
day at 7 p.m.
Rt. 1, Hardin, Susan E.
. Speakers will be the Mayfield and Baby Boy, Donna J. Norsworthy, Rt.
Rev. Rick Kirchoff, Rt. 8, Rex Earl Ramsey, 7, Mayfield, Linda A.
Byars, Rt. 2, Springville,
director of Wesley FounRt. 1, Almo, Michael V. Tenn., Thomas Lestel
dation, Murray State Joplin, Bx. 4762 Hart
Paris, Tenn., Jackie S.
University, on Wednes- Hall.
Trimble,
Rt. 1, Hardin,
day; the Rev. Read
4,
Rt.
Marcella Hicks,
Williamson, pastor, for Larry W. Little, Rt. 2, Willie Mae Bazzell, 907
Waldrop, Wanda Watson,
Maundy Thursday cornover, ienn., Joyce A. Lynn Grove.
188,
Bx.
0.
P.
McKee],
Miranda, A. McNutt,
Sandra R. McConnell, Rt.
3, Hollie 0. Moffitt, Rt. 1, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn., Leona
Hughes, 404 South 12th
Sedalia.
Wilburn 1. Lee, 629 St., Herbert W. Farris,
0-•
Riley Ct., Walter E. 1311 Olive, Hollan L."
67 Grain
ACROSS
Answer to Moaday's Puzzle Duke, Rt. 4, Audie A. Byars, 513 South Eighth
DOWN
1 Tibetan
1 A Kelly
gazelle
Hurt, Rt. 5, Joe Pat St., Trudy Miller, Rt. 2.
CC MC OCCUU
4 Morning hrs. 2 Siberian
Rt. 2, Berdie E. Elkins, Rt.6.
Thornton,
MENU
UM/CM
river
6 Hinder
3 Silver symbol U0 MUMUCUC DU Tuck, Rt. 1, Water
11 Involve
Anthony B. Logue, Rt.
CC MUCC MUD Valley.
4 Gemstone
13-Simpler
8,Benton; Hernietta
COU
COUU
MUCCI
15 Negative... •5 Substance
Nursery 5 Adults 169
Holcomb, 1007 Manley,
CUOMO UUUC EC
16 Pertaining to 6 Strikes out
BUM CUCO
7 Digraph
birth
3-30-82
Lillie Darnell, 120B
8 Ivan. tor one
U CCM COMM
18 Egyptian
Admision
Newborn
Walnut
Ct., Benton, Myrduck
Downy
9
lizard
CCU CCOC COCO
Ma uren Linsin and tle Mae Brady, 417 Pearl,
19 Annapolis t 10 Crimson
CCM MCC CC
12 Article
grad
UM INICOUSUC OC Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Benton.
Fulton, Jean I. Green,313
14 Sun god
21 Story
CUUCCU MOM'0
Dismissals
South 13th St., Laverna
17 Wolfhound
22 Scale note
COMM Us
Vicki Jean Green and K. Hardie, Almo, Riley
20 Resort
23 Church
24 Edges
dignitary
Baby Boy, Rt. 6, W. Dunn, Rt. 6.

,Several churches have
planned services during
this week prior to Easter
Sunday.
Wayman Chapel
Holy week worship services will be Wednesday
at 7 p.m at Wayman
Chapel A.M.E. The Rev.
Alvertus Arnold, pastor
of Oakalone A.M.E.
Church, Paducah, will be
speaker.
This service is in -cdnjunction with a series of
Holy Week services being
sponsored by the Greater
Purchase Area A.M.E.
Ministers' Fellowship.
The Rev. Ellintte Joyner
is host pastor. Other services will be at
Pryorsburg, Clinton,
Mayfield,and Paducah.
Good Shepherd
Maundy Thursday services will be at 7 p.m. at
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church. The
Rev. Thomas Small,
pastor, will lead the Bible
study about "Apostle
Paul's Interpretation of
Holy Communion."
Sunrise Easter services
will be Sunday at 6 a.m.
Goshen
Special pre-easter services will be Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday at
Goshen United Methodist

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

••

25 Cote dweller
mountain
26 A.Reiner
27 Popular
37 Participate
29 Turkish
name in Oslo 42 Kind of cloth
regiment
28 Prizefight
44 Lamprey
31 Tidings
29 Too bad!
46 Odor
33 Behold!
48 Quiets
34 French article 30 Spare •
Seasoning
32
-,49 Pape's veil
35 Chart
High
36
51 Asian land
4
38 Ocean
39 Gold symbol
40 Cooled lava
41 Chopped
cabbage
43 Direction
45 Nahoor
sheep
47 Advance in
rank
50 MA's neighbor
52 Journey
40
53 Wornen's —
56 Ancient tyre
58 Church area
60 Robert —
Niro
61 Linen fabric
63 Avoids
65 Motorless
boat
66 Compass pt.

54 Mental image
55 Choicest
56 Paid netice
57 Algonquian
59 Ruthenium
symbol
62 Conjunction
64 Be active

NOTICE

WWW WW AMAMI
MEW= WOMEN
WINNE WM
WOW WM UM
WWIIMMEW WWW
- WEE =NW WM
WWW WEN WM
WWI=
M WEIN
WNW WIIIIWWINI
WW WININ Whid
WM= MINIMM WM
WEIIMME WNW=
WEE= WO WEE

-

"Why &ft we truck
on down to the bike
shop?" she asked.

-

I'LL PRACTICE
FOR THE BIG
BUBBLE GUM
CONTEST

The potted tulips and
hyacinths we have advertised in today's Easter Discount Supplement will not
be available. We are sorry
for any inconvenience.

4111111ru•=m or-6-

"No," he said."Let's
bike on down to
the truck shop." €i

OH, DEAR-- IT
EXPLODED IN
FAC

Their marriage

counselor was not at

all encouraging.

I'LL TRY
AGAIN

44*.
APR

i-roW max.1-1
SPAGI-IETTi

RUN FOR
YOUR LIVES:

PUT IN PLENTY.
Tr-IE GUYS WILL

BACK!
BACX

SE HUNGRY

SHALL I
P'UT IN?

AFTER THE
' HIKE

The annual journalism
and broadcasting
workshop for high school
students is scheduled
Wednesday, May 12, in
the new University
Center at Murray State
University.
Sponsored by the Murray State Department of
Journalism and RadioTelevision, the one-day
workshop will begin at 8
a.m. and end at 2:30 p.m.
More than 150 high
school students and advisers from high schools
in West Kentucky and
west Tennessee are expected to attend the
event, according to
workshop director and
chairman of the department, Dr. Bob
McGaughey.
Registration will be
from 8 a.m. until 9 a.m.,

followed by two morning
workshop sessions. In
each session students and
advisers will be able to
select from one of eight
different specialties
ranging from yearbook
production to advertising, photography and column writing.
Dr. Peter Pringle,
director of broadcasting
at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga,
will be the luncheon
speaker.
The afternoon session
will offer seven different
topics, ranging from
broadcasting to film,
record and concert
reviews.
Scheduled to conduct
the workshop sessions
are: Dr. L. J. Hortin,
retired chairman of the

department of journalism
at Murray State; M. C.
Gacrott, former director
of iniormation and public
services; John Minto and
Johnny Williams, Josten
American Yearbook
Publishing Co.; Bill Farr,
Taylor Publisher Co.; Dr.
Frank Blodgett, director
of the MSU-TV studios;
Mark Welch, program
director, for WKMS-FM
radio station; Danny
Spees, engineer for the
MSU-TV studios.
Dr Roger Haney,
graduate coordinator for
the department of journalism and radio-TV;
Dwain McIntosh, assistant director of information and public services
at Murray State; Joe
Rigsby, assistant professor of art; Barry
Johnson, university

photographer at Murray
State; Dotty Curtsmger
of Fancy Farm, graduate
student in communkcaLions and graduate assistant at WKMS-FM; and
Mike Fraser of
Bartlesville, Okla.,sports
editor of the Murray
State News who will be in
the 1982 graduating class.
The fee for students attending the - workshop is
$8 and includes the cost of
the lunch. Advisers who
bring their students will
not be charged.
Students and publications advisers interested
in the workshop may call
McGaughey at (502) 7622387 or write the Department of Journalism and
Radio-TV, Box 2456,
University Station, Murray,Ky.,42071.

Repairman becomes Tiffany sleuth
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)
— When Dan Oppenheimer decided 10
years ago to repair a
broken pane of glass he
found in his garage, he
didn't plan to become a
Tiffany window sleuth.
But he is, unabashedly.
"I know of 11 definite
Tiffanys in Memphis
now, and I'm sure there
are more," said Oppenheimer, whose
business is selling
stained-glass designs and
whose pastime is looking
for the windows created
by Louis Comfort Tiffany.
"I got hooked on Tiffany because of my work.
Nobody really plans to
get into this," said Oppenheimer, 33, whose 10
artists give him freedom
to climb on dusty altars
and knock on doors at
Victorian mansions searching for Tiffany windows.
Oppenheimer's interest
was partly piqued by Tiffany himself, the turn-of
the-century scion of the
famous New York
jewelry family, noted
mostly for designing
lampshades that muted

glare.
"Tiffany was a painter
before he became interested in stained
glass," Oppenheimer
said. "He believed art
should be used every day.
"He worked out of
huge studios in New York
and when he couldn't get
the effect he wanted, he
made his own glass."
Tiffany avoided heavy
reds, greens and blues —
colors that block the
light. A Tiffany church
window using his
delicately colored glass
has an ethereal quahty
that sets it apart from
other windows.
Oppenheimer found
two TiffanYs several
weeks ago at the tiny
Bishop Otey Episcopal
Church in south Memphis. The church's interior decoration had
come from St. Mary'softhe Woods, a dismantled chapel-retreat in Hardy, Ark.
The window above the
altar, Oppenheimer's
favorite,is exquisite.
"This is a rose, or oval,
design," said Oppenheimer,crawling atop

the altar to point out Tiffany characteristics with
a branch.
"The design depicts
Christ, perhaps in a
garden with a twisted
olive tree. He is holding a
fair-haired child on his
lap . .. there are six
children and a woman
surrounding him. He is
wearing a white robe with
another blue robe over
his knees."
Using the twig, Oppenheimer notes that only the faces, hair, hands
and feet are painted. The
effects of leaves on the
tree, of folds in the robes,
of clouds and landscape
details are achieved with
glass.
"Tiffany used drapery
glass for the golds and a
technique called double,
even triple, glazing to
avoid using paint."
Drapery glass gets its
name because of its varying width. Oppenheimer
2
1
said it could vary from /
2 inches thick.
/
inch to 11
The double-glazing or
triple-glazing technique
is simply placing two or
three layers of stained
glass back-to-back to give
greater texture or depth

of color.
"By using so much
glass, Tiffany produced
windows that almost glow
compared to the others
using paint fired at high
temperatures," he explained.
But there also were
problems. In working
with glass of varying
thickness and glazing,
Tiffany artisans had to
spold lead braces to support the glass. The pieces
are heavy and often warp
With age.
Oppenheimer, a Memphis native, whose decision to go into th'estainedglass business was
"...simply the right
choice at the right time,"
views Tiffany's work as
unquestionably classic.
"His popularity has ebbed and peaked and ebbed and repeaked. But interest in art nouveau has
picked up. There's even a
firm in Portland, Ore.,
making drapery glass. I
wouldn't say Tiffany windows would be copied,
though," Oppenheimer
said. "It'd be too expensive. Besides, he was a
master, an original, a
one-of-akind."

Is

UK names hall offamejournalists
. .
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Cawood Ledford,
radio voice of University
of Kentucky football and
basketball teams for over
25 years, is among 10 new
inductees to the Kentucky
Journalism Hall of Fame.
In addition to covering
UK since 1954, Ledford
for years was also sports
director of WHAS television and radio in
Louisville. He also calls
the NCAA basketball
tournament and the Kentucky Derby on nationwide radio hookups.
Others named to the
hall of fame include Billy
Davis, former

photography director for
The Courier-Journal and
The Louisville Times;
late author-humorist Irvin S. Cobb of Paducah;
John L. Crawford,
publisher emeritus of the
Corbin Times-Tribune;
Alice Allison Dunnigan of
Russellville, former
Washington bureau chief
of the Associated Negro
Press; Russell Dyche,
the late edifor of the London Sentinel-Echo.
Also, Lawrence W.
Hager Sr., founderchairman of the
Owensboro Publishing
Co. and Owensboro
Broadcasting Co.;

former Lexington Leader
editor Henry Hornsby;
former UK journalism
school director Neil
Plummer; and Pulitzer
Priztwianing Associated
Press reporter Don
Whitehead.
New York Times syndicated columnist
William Safire delivered
the Joe Creason lecture
at the second annual
awards banquet.
Safire predicted that
President, Reagan would
be a one-term president
and the likely candidates
for the office in 1984
would be Rep. Jack
Kemp, R-Ny., and Sen.

John Glenn,D-Ohio.
Safire said that Vice
President George Bush is
another possible
Republican candidate,
while other Democratic
possibilities include
former Vice President
Walter Mondale, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., former Florida
Gov. Reuben Askew,
California Gov. Jerry
Brown, and Sen. Gary
Hart, D-Colo.
Safire added that Kentucky Gov. 'John Y.
Brown Jr. is being touted
as potential Democratic
vice presidential
material.

•

Cherry Corner church plans youth conference
A Youth Conference for
ages 13 to 20 will be
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at Cherry Corner Baptist Church. A
fellowship period will be
at 6 p.m. followed by a
guest speaker and ques-

tion and answer session.
Speakers will include
the following:
Dr. Gene Cook, M.D.,
will speak Thursday. His
topic will be "Teenage
Sexuality — Everything
you always wanted to

know but never could get
a straight answer."
Dr. Julie Lovins, Ph.D.,
will speak Friday.
"Teenage Psychological
Crises — How to Cope and
'Hang in There" will be
her subject.

Saturday speaker will
be Willard 'Ails,
registered pharmacist.
His subject will be
"Drugs and Drug Abuses
— what drugs can do to
you and why you
shouldn't do drugs."

Safety leader to speak at spring LBL engineers meeting

HEY' r-+OVV AerCX.IT
SOME PRIVACY,

GET OUTTA HERE TIL
YOU'RE RIGI-IT

Henry Hale, program
leader of the National Institute for Safety and
Health, Chicago, will be
the featured speaker at
the spring meeting of the
Land Between The Lakes
section of the American
Society of Safety
Engineers at Lake
Barkley State Resort

Park Tuesday, April 6.
According to Dr. Maryin D. Mills, LBL section
chairperson, a buffet dinner will begin at 6:30
p.m., with the meeting
following at 7:30 p.m. in
the main lodge at the
park.
The topic of Hale's
speech will be "OSHA,Its

YOU

WITH,.THE
BABY...

"
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Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8-12.
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NOTICE

110U CAN'T EVEN SWIM

visors, safety and health
personnel and labor
representatives, as well
as the public, are encouraged to attend the
meeting.
Mills said those attending will be charged the
regular price of $6.75 for
the buffet dinner at the
lodge.

1IC X'X 30X)
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2. Notice

Past, Present and
Future." His speech will
be followed by a questionand-answer session.
Hale is a longtime
employee of OSHA and
has conducted meetings
across the nation on
OSHA and its impliestions-in society.
Plant managers,super-

2. Notice

L /Mice

POOL MANAGER &
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED
Applications ere Wag accepted by the
Alerrey-Calloway Comity Park Dept. for
peel- amigos Anal ilfapards— Applications may be obtained it Parks Office,
10th & Payne Sts., Cliii., Deedliae April
I, 982.Theme 753-7640.
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2. Notice
a We have a wide range of

Classified
Section
Mtirray

Ledger
& Times
For Sole
Large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
pendants and earrings
36 different styles
$2.95 Each

Wholesale
Jewilers Inc.
Gold & Silver
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 one.
to,-...

Antiques
We Buy
"ell
Come by and see oar
Weather Vane's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Main Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon..
Sat.; 1:00 to 5:00

Sun.

1/2 Price
Sale
Buy one pair of boots
at regular price get
the second pair at half
price. Dress boots,
work boots and side

1/2 Price
Sale
Kenny Rogers jeans,
western shirts, and
western dress slacks.
Buy one pair at
regular price and get
the second item at
haff price.

IE

4. Help Wanted

it Farm Equipment

13ft. Disc, 200 gal. spray
rig wick -bar applicator. 134 2438.
1972 4020 J.D. tractor
3411. J.D. disc J.D.
4-bottom plow, lift.
P.M. chiesel plow 7ft.
Woods bush-hog A.C.
no-till planter 6-row
fertilizer insecticide
boxes and monitor. 1973
K.K.S. Gleaner combine , grain head and
2-row corn-head , 1972
International grain
truck . 40000 miles.
1977-7000 A.0 tractor
approximately 800
hours. Excellent condition with 5-bottoffi plow.
20ft. Wolverine gooseneck trailer tri - axle.
Phone 492-8425.
2-14in. Plows for Ford
tractor. 436-5830.
265 Massey Ferguson
OUR TOUGHEST JOBS diesel 360 hours 6 row
COME WITH A $2000 cultivator 10ft, wheel
BONUS. $73weekend disc . 4-14in. plows. 489and up. Call 2110.
442-8284( Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all 22. Musical
you can be.CAR STEREO Pioneer
Someone to live in home Kenwood ,Ma rantz
and care for elderly Mitsubishi Sanyo. Proman. 901-217-3372 or fessional installation.
901-247-5443 after Sunset Boulevard Music
5:30p.m.
Dixieland Center
Wanted: someone to Chestnut St. 753-0113.
keep an infant and do
light house work in our
home. Send references
and resume to PO Box
REPOSSESSED
1040H Murray Ky.
ORGAN
42071.
One
half
already paid
Want "soneone to mow
balance dos or monyard. Must have own
thly payments.
mower and transportation. Have garden and
CLAYTON'S
will furnish everAhing.
753-7575
Call 753-8118.

Immediate position
in services from black and
available for Ky. licen"'white to color prrnts to IF sed registered nurse as
scope and reproduction
Director of Nursing
serrices
Service -of 100 bed
Intermediate Care
Carter Studio
a
Facility in Paducah
300 Main 75J-8 298
Ky. Competitive salary
offered and excellent
fringe benefits. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer. Send resume
with photo 2 letters of
SOO North Foortit
referance from former
employers or proMurray, Ky.
essional persons to Box
753-3251
1137 Paducah Ky.
Nurses needed RN or
LPN. Applicatons are
being accepted for full
time or part time. have
positions available for
any shift. Excellent
salary and benefits.
Apply in person or call
Care Inn 502-247-0700.
•

Economically
Priced Autos
Check Our

SHIRLEY
FLORIST

MURRAY
TAILOR
SHOP

located on Court
Square has a new
phone number

759-1221
Fashion 220 and Avon
Products for sale. Call
Nancy ,Thompson 7530925.

5. Lost and Found
Lost: Alaskian Malamute female wolf gray
and white. 7 years old
very gentle. Area of
Doran Road and
Wiswell Hwy. Days call
753-4703 after 5p.m.
759-1274. Reward.
Found: Large black
female house cat. Days
753-4703 after Sp m
759-1274.
Found wallet in Holiday
Inn Parking lot. Call 7535124 or 753-3033.
Lost: dog silver, gray and_
a
small and shaggy. Answers to the name Bozo.
Last seen in Canterbury
on Monday evening.
753-4057. Reward.
Yellow gold watch in
K Mart. If found please
return. Reward Cal
759 1791 or 753-8498.

6. Help Wanted

OUR TOUGHEST JOBS
ARE WORTH UP TO
$4000 IN COLLEGE
BENEFITS.
$73weekend and up. Call
442- 8284(Paducah).
Army Reserve. Be all
you can be.

9. Situation Wanted
Will brake and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Will do extensive yard
work ,mow lawns
painting clean
basements , odd jobs.
References. 753-6494.

BECOME A TANK
CREW MEMBER:GET
A $2000 BONUS. 10. Business Opportunity
573weekend and up. Call
442-8284(Paducah). A BEAUTIFUL and
Army Reserve. Be all highly exciting Jean
and Sportswear shop of
you can be.
DIRECTOR OF NURS- your own. $12500 to*
ING POSITION. $16500 includes invenAvailable for a Ken- tory • fixtures in -shop
tucky license registered training one paid airnurse for a 100 bed fare to Apparel Center
skilled and intermedi- and more. Over 100
ate care facility. Salary nationalIV known
commenceriate with. brands such as Levi
experience. Excellent Lee Chic Calvin Klein
benefits available. Jordache Zena. Call
Persons interested Now! Pacesetter
shoul•cl call for an Fashions . Inc. 1-800-6436305.
appointment at 247-0200.
BECOME A TANK 13. For Sale or Trade
CREW MEMBER:
GET UP TO $4000 IN For sale or Trade.
COLLEGE BENEFITS..House and 11 acres.
573weekend and up. Call East of Alm° Heights.
442-8284(Paducah/. Call 759-1789.
Army Reserve. Be all
14. Want to Buy
you can be.
Stamp and coin collection or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
767-4169.

SALES CAREER
MANOR WOMAN NORTHWEST
TENN. A SOUTHWEST KY:

15. Articles for Sale

If you are a hard worker with a successful work or self
employment history, we will invest our time and
money to help you become more successful. We
welcome successful retail managers, owners,
coaches, supervisors, executive secretaries, office
managers, law enforcement offices, insurance adjustors, real estate agents and other winners to our
sales team.
'Limited Travel
*Management Opportunity
*Sales Experience Optional
*Hon Technical Product
*Sales and product in field training
'High commission and repeat sales to industrial and
institutional accounts
'Excellent fringe benefits and Profit shoring.
'Achievement and performance boss
•Our successful men and women earn $40,000 to
$100,000
Up to $300 weekly salary plus $150 monthly expanse
allowance plus bonuses during training period. Late
model car required. Interviews Monday and Tuesday.
Coll ed Buffaloe, Holiday Inn, Paducah 502-4437521.14 unable to contact send resume to

Bake and broil range
elements . dryer belts
all makes. Rowland
Refrigeration Sales and
Service. 753-2825.
Martin houses 6 room
$24.99 12 room $36.99 18
room $49.99 . 24 room
$ 59 .99 . Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Tillers 5hp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
drive. $269.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Two maple end tables
and two lamps. Call
753-7867.
We buy and sell used air
conditioners. Call 7539104.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Killer St. !lbws

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Heir arts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75

Olympia
One *Mins.
Saver Power
Moeda.

'

Shop
7534553

Nome
436-2107

One block from un
*fifty. Call 753-6933 or
753-1812.
One block from MSU.
Living room kitchen
and laundry facilities.
For sale 197/ 12x40 2.5 Boys only. $60. deposit
$60. per month. 759 4538.
miles from MSU campus. -Set up . under- 34. Houses for Rent
pinned ready to move
into. $2990. Call 759-1253 Four bedroom 2 bath
very large home. Lots
after Sp.m.
of room for everything.
In country $250. a
month. Call Spann
Realty Associates today
753-7724.
Four bedroom furnished house. One block
from University. Call
1979 Aladdin 14 z 753-8250 after 4 PM.
for rent in New
60 mobile home. 2 House
Concord. 43.6-2198.
BR, 1 bath, fire Two bedroom house 407
11th St. $160. per
damaged inside. S.
month. Possession
For more informa- immediately. Call 7531737.
17Y60 2 bedroom unfurnished. Central air gas heat needs little
minor work. $2000. Can
be seen at 95 Riveria
Cts. or call 753-6605.

FOR
SALE

tion call Keith W.
Curd Shelter hi, 35. Farms for Rent
surence 502-759- Farm house for rent.
Garden plot and garage
1926 before 9:30 available.
Quiet setting
AM or after 7:00 spring in yard, near city
limits. 5225, month. Call
PM
753-6096.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 60 Two bedroom
furnished , all electric
washer and dryer air
conditioner private.
Call 753-4091.
12x65 Trailer for rent
with option to buy.
759-1987.
Nice 2 bedroom Wailer
near Murray. No pets.
Call 489-2611.
Three bedroom mobile
home for rent at Keniana
Shores. $80 per month.
Call 436-5364.
Two bedroom $160.
Brandi's Tr. Pk. 7538411.

X.Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Spot.
For Rent
753-4758

Pianism 1, Thorium
Insurance
Real Estate
Sioatiside Court Sq.
Kentocky
- 753-4451

•

Offir4 Cent to Coast
Rayon MIMI Everywhere
PAW* Service Slice 19011
1912 C•Wweter Rood
Surrey, Kentucky 42071
(5112) 753-0116
Anytime
JOE L. U1111001
Broker
licensed Seeded

If you've been considering purchasing
real estate , give us a
call at 753-1222. The
Kopperud Realty Staff
of experienced Realtors
can make home hunting
a pleasant experience
for you. We currently
have an excellent
selection of quality
homes-all price ranges.
Let us go to work for
you by phoning 753-1222
anytime.

Why should yea hay sr
sell with MTG.
Experience. 20
years real estate profession.
Success: MU has
proved itself to be one
of the successful
relators in Benton and
Marshall Ceanty.
Let es pat this to
work for you. Cell
753-4000 or 4592266.

P7Ial
INC
Billy Morgan Broker

Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

PRE-SEASON SALE

[

Col:: 23 lock

TV, Only I
25.00 par month.
warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575

52/443444$.
FOE

759 1776.
1910 14x60 Fully fur
fished. Assume loan of
$M. monthly. 753 3321
759 4543

Over 50 'rebuilt auto-.
matIc transmissions in
stock. 20 day unconditional warranty.
Reynolds Trans
missions Hwy 69 North
Paris Tn. 901-442-2572.

753-1222
FOR SALE
LARGE
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
8000 square foot
concrete block
building in like
new condition.
Central heat and
air, loading dock,
front display showroom area,
offices, and large
warehouse area.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for all details.

44. Lots for Sale
Strout '
RepIty°

Aloe Vera liquid $9. 32. Apts. For Rent
quart .$27. gallon. Gene
& Jo's 705 S. 4th Apartments near un753-4320. Makes you feel iversity. Call 753-6114
good! Also other Aloe after 6p.m.
Vera products inclUde Available now 1 bedshampoo make-up room furnished apartbody lotion , soap and ment. Private entrance
off street parking. No
bath oil.
Chain drive 5hp Master pets. $125. month. InTilt tiller. Regular quire 503 N. 6th or call
$379.95 on sale 5379.95. 753-3001.
Lombard gas trimmer Duplex apartment for
With blade. Regular rent in Westwood. 2 BR
$189.95 on sale for nice bath central heat
$169.95. Stokes Tractor and air . stove and
Industrial Rd.
garbage disposal furFormal Gown never nished. Call 753-5400.
been worn. Size 9 Nice 1 bedroom furS60.0110- cassette tae nished apartment.--Call
player $20. Ca11759-4801_ -- 3_531949.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 753DIAMOND
4109 or 436-2844.
$19.00 each set on
One and 2 bedroom
your charm or Peaapartments for rent.
Na Gimmicks!
Call 753-3530 The
Embassy Apts.
Lee's immediate
One bedroom apartJewelry Repair
ment. Living room
404 N. 12th
kitchen furnished.
Near downtown. Call
753-9251 or 753-5414.
Two bedroom duplex in
One pony cart and Northwood. Central
hp
harness. Go-cart . 1
heat, and air , carpeted
Sta-Rite well pump refrigerator stove
Sump pump sub soiler dishwasher disposal
Super 8 movie camera with washer and dryer
lent 2 wrought iron hookup. Carport and
lawn chairs . topper for patio .$200 deposit .5285
LWB truck. Call 753- per month. Days 7537791.
7972 nights 753-3018.
Push mowers . self pro- Two bedroom duplex
pelled mowers . garden central hlat.,and air
tillers .8hp motor and hookup for washer and
Ilhp motor for lawn dryer Couples
mower. Pants suits and preferred. $195. Call
dresses from 10 to 16. 753-9741.
Call 489-2164.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18in.-24in.
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Bover at 753-8536.
These items are new:
Hope Chest $80. Gun
Rack (holds 4 guns)
$70. 12 hole Martin
Boxes Doghouses. See
at 1624 Olive or phone
753-1712 after 5p.m.
Tobacco sticks 13 cents.
• Call 345-2861.

11. Auto Services

"7
,
11117.-1.17.7.1M-11-

Fairground Flea
Market. Murray Calloway Co.
Fairgrounds. Opening
dates April 2-3-4 . 1982.
Phone days-753-4669
nights-753-4,570.

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate
No reasonable offer
from you will be refused
by owner. Thirteen
acres located west of
Murray just four
miles
barn for your
horses wooded area for
your rustic home. Owner really MUST sell
this week. Dial
753 1492-Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
THE HEART OF
MURR
AY
Yes , live conveniently
close to everything in
this brick 3 bedroom
home-ready to move in.
Spacious rooms plus
separate dining room.
This well-kept home has
all you need including
garage and lots of
storage area. Unbelievably priced at
only $29000. Call Spann
Realty Associates today
753-7724.

KOPPER,JD

41. Public Sale

24. Miscellaneous

Need two good
people in Marray
to service end sell V.Mobile Home Sales
this • ai
t. 12x40
•
lltr: ni shed''underpinning
and air condition in- Ledge at cluded.
Call atter Sp.m.

Cesqiets Building 1. Remodeling Service
Nemo
753-0790

212 S. 12th
753-5865

HODGES TAX SERVICE. The Income Tax
Specialist 1104 Pogue
Murray Ky. Call 7591425.

ELECTROLUX

Coll Anytime For Fstiniotes

WORLD OF
SOUND

26. TV-Radio

Open Hours
Mon., Ties., Wed., Then., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 753-3655

Roy's Carpenter- Shop&
Hsrrnbn& Malone Coast

by Pioneer Sony and
Moment Expert installation and service.

25. Business Services
4...6411

CUP ANDiart

CAR STEREOS

33. Rooms for Rent

27. Mobile Home Sales

Season Passes for the Murray.
Calloway County Swimming Peal
may be purchased now thre May
28. Purchase prior to May 7 to be
eligible for a free season pass.

DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL CORP.
P.O. Box 30310
Memphis, Tn. 33130

Has A New Phone Number

.

TIMES,Tuesday. April 6,1982

311rai

2. Notice

•

40111010°~Palal0IIIP•""'"•"..--,--

Family Passes - $60.00
Single Passes - $30.00

Passes may be purchased at the
Park office, 104 & Payne St.,
phone 753-7640.

46. Homesfor Sale

FREE ESTIMATES

1981 Cutlass
Broaghem 10,000
miles, Bice new.

Purdom's
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315
1976 Chevrolet Impala.
Air power steering and
brakes. 1977 1/2 ton
pickup. Power steering
and brakes. Both
vehicles are in good
condition. I bought
them both new-one owner. Call 435-4372 after
5p.m.
1979 Toyota Celica GT
Liftback 5 speed
Power steering . air
sport wheels excellent
condition. 55195. Call
753-7217 after 5:30pm.
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS CARS AND
TRUCKS many sold
through local sales
under $300. Call 1-714569-0241 for your directory on how to purchase. Open 24 hours.
JEEPS,CARS
PICKUPS from $35.
Available at local Gov't
Auctions. For Directory
call 805-687-6000 Ext.
8155 Call refundable.

Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it
can be done with deep
steam cleaning. Call
Jeff 753-0015.
Electrical Repairs.
Free estimates. Licensed electrician heating
and air conditioning.
435.4397FLOOR SANDING and
finishing. Stained floors
a speciality. Dodeau
Floor Co. Call.35.4-6127.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
yOur needs.

1
8.1-

4410001.01.

TERMITE CONTROL
HOME Owtee0
OPERATED
SERVING Mr AREA SINCE mu
YOU MUST U SATISFIED

Free estimates. All
3 bedroom brick house.
your electrical , plumbCarpet throughout .2
ing . well pumps heatbaths ,large living
ing air conditioning
room and den. 2 car
painting and insulating
garage with large storneeds. Call 753-9673.
age room. Call 489-2145
G ENERAL HOME
or 753-2493.
REPAIR. 15 years exAssumable like new 2
perience. Carpentry
year old home. Fenced
concrete ,plumbing
in yard garage heat
roofing sliding. NO
pump plus extras. Call
JOB TO SMALL. Free
owner 753-8469 or
estimates. Days 474SHROAT WALDROP
2359 nights 474-2276.
759-1707.
Guttering by Sears.
House for sale by
Sears continuous gutowner. 6 rooms and
ters installed for your
bath built-in garage. 50. Used Trucks
specifications. Call
Completely furnished.
Sears 753-2310 for free
1st class. Priced $35000. 1975 Chevy 4x4. Com- estimate.
plete paint job inside
7594702.
Licensed electrician for
Nice older home in and out. Complete re- residential and com753built
motor.
Call
Hazel $5000. down 9 /
1
2
mercial. Heating and
percent interest. $20000 9410 after 6p.m.
air condition . gas in1975
Dodge
pickup. 318 stallation and repair.
by -owner.492-8564.
On the lake in Pine engine automatic Phone 753-7203.
Bluff. 2 bedroom with power steering -power Make the best of a bad
garage and -dock. S47 brakes air .58000 situation and save
miles. 753-8124.
500.436-2102.
money. Been window
1970 Ford Ranger-Soper shopping and seen- new
WM-4r falliffirred
$2900.
Call
after car prices? Keep your
bedroom 2 bath, Fisher Cab.
car and imagine a new
stove low utility 13 6p.m. 753-3832.
percent mortgage. $41 1979 Jeep CJ -7 Excel- interior. Tell us what
000. Ben de field Subd. lent condition. Call 753- you want. -Will make
your car as nice as any
1905 after 5:30 pm.
489-2881.
new one. Bill's UpSpring fever special--holstery behind DQ.
Bright .neWty- decorated - 52. Boats-Motors
753-8085.
Tudor in spotless con- 1979 Venture fish and
dition, located in prest• ski .1979 Mariner 90hp.
igeous area. Bedrooms Good shape. Call 759are designed to meet 1967 after 5p.m.
the family's personal 230. Riveria Cruiser all
need for privacy con- aluminum pontoon.
venience and comfort. 50hp Evinrude motor.
Need a second opiAdd Italian marble $3000. or best offer. Call
nion? Local
foyer ,large formal 436-5364.
references. Call Hugh
dining room country
Wand. 759-1718 or
spacious kitchen with Dock space available
753-8076.
glass doors that look for pontoon boats.
onto covered patio Cypress Springs Resort
beamed and paneled 436-5496.
family `room with bar Want to buy 16ft. P & D Lawn Service-. We
and wood burning aluminum bass boat. -are now giving esfireplace. Owner 40-60hp well equipped timates on lawn mowfinancing makes this good condition. Call ing service and small
especially easy to buy. Larry Marrs 762-6802 tree service. Call 4362997 or 436-2315.
Dial 753-1492-Century 21 days 436-2591 evenings.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Professional painting
paperhanging comThree bedroom home on 53. Services Offered
Hwy 94. Formal, dining Concrete block -brick. mercial .residential
room living room , den 21 years experience. No interior-exterior , farm
large game room. job to large or small. buildings ,estimates.
Private setting and Free estimates. Call Tremon Farris 759-1987.
convenient location. 753-5476.
Sammy Tidwell PaintPhone KOPPERUD
ing and Contracting.
Countryside
Nursery
is
REALTY 753-1222.
giving free estimates Experienced interior
Two story frame house for mowing and trim- and exterior painting.
on 1 acre lot. 2 storage ming lawns during up Free estimates. Call
buildings and 1/2 base- coming season. We 753-1686 or 753-0487.
ment. Wood and electric have all .equipment Wet basement? We
heat. S28000, Located in necessary to pro- make wet basements
Kirksey. 489-2276.
fessionAlly manicure dry work completely
your lawn. We guaran- guaranteed. Call or
41. Motorcycles
tee a beautiful yard. write: Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2 Box
1977 Honda GL1000. Call 753-3181.
409 A Paducah ,Ky.
753-7388 after 4p.m
42001 or call 4.42-7026.
1978 Yamaha 400 XS
Minima Service Cs.
Will sharpen hand saws
tow milage , like new.
Mims aud WM sift,
chain saws and skill
Call 753-4548.
cuts@ Ulm :seri. saws. Call 753-4656.
1979 Honda XL 185-5 for
Window Cleaning fast
sale. Good condition. ashrams. UN-MN Id
service. Satisfaction
Phone 189-2153.
753-1611.
guaranteed. Free es1979 Yamaha 400 4200
timates. 753-7140.
miles excellent condition.
Call 753-1905. _ _ _
'411111111111111illiir
1981 A.T.C. 200 Honda
3 wheeler. Also 1978
Suzuki P.E. 175 trail
bike. Call 492-8425.
Suzuki 12$ Enduro.
Perfect for both commuting and trail riding
pet on Siding
Dual range trahsmiS
(ohl w new Wilding)
sion. Well maintained.
Excellent condition
We repair Siding
Many extras. 1395. 753

753-3914
100$. 13TH ST., MUMMY. KY

Industrial, Commercial
and Residential Sheeting
We
(if possible)

weekends.
-4
4-14-4"
!
4

Import Auto Salvage
selling new and used
parrs Open Mon Sat.
I 5 10 percent off with
this ad 474 7375.

We also put on golvenized end
roofs.

753-0329 after 5 p.m.
•

1
ii

r'

f

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

41. Auto Services
tika/

*.'failhosetZe..,4

siding and A
trim for all houses.
stops painting.
Jock Glover
•

J.C. & C Sheeting

'KELLEY'S TERMITE 81'
PEST CONTROL,INC.
laurel Fee Yew Preaches
Reed & bisect Cashel
Yard, Tree & Slevitberf Treatmeat

Beautiful lake lots for
sale. Call 489-2153.

53. Services Offered

30 years Carpentry
experience. Barns
houses garages. Also
additions on houses-and
trailers
Repairs 'and
remodel 436-2253 after
51).m
Asphalt driveirays and
49. Used Cars
parking lots sealed by
1968 Mustang 289 3 Sears. For free es
speed in the floor. $500. timates call 753-2310.
firm. Call 489-2750 after
Can you account for
8P•rn.
your household goods in
1972 Chevrolet , Caprice
case of fire theft , or
Runs good 1450. Call
natural disaster? If not
753-8572.
call Insurance Photog1977 Chevrolet 2 door raph y between
hardtop. Clean excel- 6p.m.-9p.m. Mon.-Fri.
lent mechanic condi at 753-49118.
tion. 5695. 1803 College
Carpet and wirulow
Farm Road.
cleaning Satisfaction
1973 Monte Carlo 350cu. guaranteed. Steve
in. engine . automatic Hobbs 753 3317.
transmission air con
dition. 753-5867.
1974 Buick Century
Luxus. 2 door autoOn ii year electrical
matic , power steering plumbing well pumps
power brakes .air
cruise 77000 miles. and plinths, seeds.
11450.753-8124.
Cal 753-9673 NOW!

1.•
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Silence bill approved

•

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — A bill setting
aside a minute of silence
every day in public
schools has been approved by the state Senate.
Senators voted 27-5
Monday night for the
measure sponsored by
Sen. Bill Davis, 1/•-'
Covington, to requirile
minute be given to silent
meditation, prayer or
"personal reflection."
The usually lively
Senate chamber became
quiet as senators debated
the emotionally-charged
issue.
In a busy 4 11-hour session, the Senate also approved legislation
creating a system of
family courts in seven
judicial districts covering
22 counties primarily in
East Tennessee and the
Jackson area.
The Senate approved a
companion measure
allowing counties without
juvenile courts to
designate a general sessions court judge to hear
youth and domesticrelated cases.
A joint House-Senate
conference committee
postponed until Wednesday work on the $4.25
billion state spending
plan • for 1982-83 after
meeting briefly on Monday. The panel of 12
senators and 12 representatives is trying to reach
compromises on spending proposals in each
chamber's budget proposal.
Supporters added

THE ACEVIRA

several amendments to
the prayer bill trying to
"Adversity has the effect avoiding the fatal play of
strengthen its chances of of eliciting talents which in the heart suit, declarer
opponents
what
surviving
prosperous circumstances overtook dummy's trump
said was a certain con- would have lain dormant" queen with his king and ran
stitutional challenge.
— Horacc.
the remaining trumps.
"This reminds me of
With only four cards left,
about 12 years ago when Today's grand slam would dummy had only hearts left
have posed no challenge had
we had a bill up here trumps behaved decently. while declarer had two
similar to the one in As it was, the 4-0 break hearts, a diamond and the
Arkansas requiring crea- caused some problems but menacing club queen.
Unfortunately, East could
tionism be taught in the Alan Oaks of Memphis, find no convenient discard_
schools," said Sen. Jim Tenn., came up with the If he discarded another
winning answer. The inter- heart, dummy's hearts
White, D-Memphis.
"You may not see esting grand slam was would run and if he discardmany red (nay) votes to- played at the Fall National ed his club king, declarer's
day, but you'll see them Championships at the Hyatt queen would be high.
in san Francisco.
Some bad trump splits
when this goes to the Regencyled
the club jack and are bonanzas. They give
West
court."
Alan played dummy's ace
The amended bill was without a flicker. His club alert declarers a chance to
show their stuff.
returned to the House loser could go on one of
chamber which passed its dummy's hearts and with
4-6-A
NORTH
any reasonable trump split,
own version March 24.
•AQ97
VAKQ62
Sen. Ed Blank, D- he could see few problems
•108
Columbia, argued the negotiating 13 tricks.
•A4
constitutional issues of Dummy's trump ace was
EAST
WEST
the bill, describing it as played to reveal the bad •10 863
split and it was now time to
1PJ101753
"government-enforced" be careful. A diamond was
.953
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Crocker to be gospelspeaker
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Featured speaker at
gospel meeting at Coldwater Church of Christ
April 9, 10 and 11 will be
Coleman Crocker. He is
director of lifelong learning at Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson,
Tenn.
Crocker received his
A.A. degree from FreedHardeman, his B.A.
degree from Harding Collge, Searcy, Ark., and his
M.A. degree from Murray State University. He
has attended other colleper and is a candidate

Hog market
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for his doctorate at Memphis State University.
The speaker spent 13
years in public schools of
Kentucky serving as a
teacher, supervisor and
assistant principal. He
has preached for churches of Christ in 15 states,
Canada, Africa, Israel
and Grand Bahamas. He
served as minister of Coldwater church from 1964
to 1968.
Services will be at 7
p.m. Friday and Saturday and at 10 and 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m.Sunday.

Coleman Crocker

Bob's Comic Shop
Now Open In Murray, Ky.
We have comics, magazines, zines, pinups, one sheet movie posters and much
more. Open 9:30 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.,
Monday thru Saturday.
Located at 100 A. North 6th St.

LIGHTS: 8 mg."tar", 0.7 mg nicotine ay. per cigarette, FTC Report DEC.'81. FILTERS: 15 mg "tar", 1.1 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.
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Individual
Horoscope
FOR WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 7,19E2
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

Where a man belongs.

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) er4r4
Take the initiative in
romance. Overall, you'll have
fun with close friends, but
avoid petty arguments after
dinner. Be tactful!
TAURUS
(ii?
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 64
An early start brings you
success. After a productive
morning, however, you tend to
slacken your efforts. Avoid
petty disputes.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
This is an exciting time for
lovers. Take the first step in
planning good,times together.
Curb irritability in the even.

mg
tar.

nor

CA▪ N• CER
(June 21 toJuly 22) 4130
Inaugurate new domestic
schemes. Make plans to
redecorate, also to do some
entertaining. Avoid minor
friction concerning a business
matter.
LEO
(July 23toAug. 22) 4244g
During the daylight hours,
you should make important
calls and local visits. Don't be
quick to take offense if you
meet with some opposition.
VIRGO.
( Aug. 23 to Sept.fl) WP
Shopping is accented, but
don't make hasty decisions.
Be sure to check with close
relatives before making any
major purchases.
LIBRA
(Sept. 2310 Oa 22)

Camel Lights or Camel-Fill-et —
Experience the Camel taste.

t.

—rib

The accent is on initiative,
so go after what you want. An
impromptu meeting is fortunate. Don't bicker in the late
evening.
SCORPIO
(Oct.72toNov. 21) Ine
It's a fortunate time for
cleaning up unfinished
business. Tackle those obligations you've been putting off.
Buy that birthday gift.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) AO
Social life picks up now. A
private chat is most informative. Be sure to save time
for children- and other loved
ones.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan. 19) WV‘111
An enterprising spirit pays
off in business and you'll find
new ways to increase income.
Try to pay more attention to
your family.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A friend's novel viewpoint
gives you food for thought
Sign up for needed courses
and find new ways to broaden
your horizons.
'
PISCIM
(Feb. 19 to Mar.21)
You'll make important decisions regarding inyasteasals—=—
and overall security:Clwith monetary experts, banks
and insurance companies.
YOU BORN TODAY work best when you're motivated by •
an ideal.
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